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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Statement of the .Problem 

There are many topics of discussion today on which there is dissent, 

but one topic on which ·most people will agree is the need for more op-

portunities for high qua1ity education, Our technological society needs 

an increasing num"ber 9f educated and trained people to meet·the demands 

of a ~rowinij population. The entire educational system of the United 

States is faced today with pt:"oblems arising, in part, from a growing 

student population aq.d increasin~ costs. of ec;lucati,.on~ 

The decade that lies ahe_a.d offers even greater challenges to our 

educational system. The u.s~ O:l;fice of Education estimates that there 

will be 9.4 million students enrolled i.q our ·colleges and universities 

by the school year ending June, 1~77, compared .with 6,9 million in the 

Fall of. 1967 and that colleg~ and university spel'lding wq.1 climb frOfD.. 
. . . 

$16.6 billion in 1966-19~7 to $27,8 billion in 1916.1977 (1). These 

figures are based on the assumption that eqrollment will contint,te to in

crease and that the e~pepditures per student will continue to rise at 

all lt;!Vlels at the same rate as in the past ten yeari;. 

Oklahoma, like most other st~tes, is already faced with a financial 

ciisis in higher education~ As a result of this financial crisis, a 

resolution li;miting Oklah9ma college and university enrollments to 

75~000 students for the 1969-1970 school year was introduced in the State 
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Legislature in January, 1969 (2). Although not adopted, the effect of 

this :resolution would have been to deny for at least a year access to 

State college classrooms for some estimated 5,000 studentso State col

lege presidents told a joint hearing of the State Senate and House appro

iations that few alternatives to greater financial support from the State 

are available - these being higher tuition, higher student-teacher ratios 

and/or limitation of enrollments. 

It appears that the proposed resolution to restrict enrollments was 

selected to dramatize the financial problem that now exists in State 

support of Oklahoma colleges and universities. The present financial 

crisis facing higher education is not limited to Oklahoma but is clearly 

a problem of national concern. Restricting enrollments is not an accept= 

able solution for Oklahomans and it can hardly be an acceptable solution 

for the nation as a whole. 

Faced with :strict funding levels, Oklahoma colleges and universities 

must take appropriate steps to improve the utilization of the.ir re

sources. This does not mean that better utilization of educational re

sources alone will solve the financial problem nor is it intended to 

mean that presently available resources are not used efficientlyo There 

is the implic.ation 9 however, that traditional educational methods may be 

changed with advantage to both students and faculty with a savings of 

resources (funds~ equipment, space 9 personnel effort, etc.). 

What are some of the ways in which resources can be better utilized? 

An obvious way is to make greater use of present space, eogo, classrooms, 

by sch,eduling classrooms more hours each week and filling them to capac

ity. The F\md for the Advancement of Education (3) in a study of methods 

to maintain a high quality education for an increasing number of students 



suggests other ways in which traditional educational methods may be 

changed with advantage to both students and faculty. The conclusions 

voiced in the study are the following: 

1. ~ny more students are capable·of doing a large amount of 
work independently of classroom instruction than have been 
given the opportunity to develop their capacities for indepen= 
dent work, and the quality of their work will be as good or 
better than under present methods of instruction. 
2. Students need to be carefully prepared for independent 
study to benefit most from it, but with such preparation 
average and slow students can do well. 
3. The quality of the teacher has far more effect on student 
learning than the ·methods of teaching used or the size of the 
class taught. Consequently the best teachers should be made 
available to more students, and one of the best ways of doing 
this is to provide for large classes taught directly or over 
television. 
4. Students learn as much in large classes as in small ones, 
and the loss of personal contact sometimes noted can be over
come by judicious use of class groups of widely varying size, 
both larger and smaller than customary, and by greater use of 
capable assistants. 
5. Inertia of faculty and. administration is largely respon~d
ble for the slow pace of desirable educational change. When 
faculty members earnestly seek means of improving instruction 
for more students, many new methods less wasteful of faculty 
time can be effectively used. Much more ~nd more far reach
ing experimentation is needed. 
6. Colleges have made far too little use of modern technology 
to overcome faculty shortages. 
7. There are teaching resources in many communities which 
could be tapped for part-time teachers if colleges would 
change their attitudes toward such staff members and properly 
induct them into their professional duties. 

One fact is clear. Many new approaches to instruction and the 

teacher-student interface are being suggested and tested to determine 
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their educatianal effectiveness. However, decisions by university admin-

istratars on whether ta totally implement any new approach or innovation 

must take into account the cost of the university resources required. 

Evaluating alternative teaching methodologies requires that cost-

effectiveness relationships be developed. The development af realistic 

cost-effectiveness techniques for administrative decision-making implies 
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a parallel research effort. First, researchers with a background in 

educational processes must develop refined testing and evaluation methods 

for evaluating, in a quantitative fashion, the effectiveness of alterna

tive man-machine systems of instruction. Secondly, an equal amount of 

research emphasis should be placed on the development of mathematical 

models to simulate the utilization of personnel and physical plant re

sources which would be required to implement a new instructional system. 

This latter research area is the subject of this dissertation. 

The subject of resource allocation in higher education has been in

vestigated from both the experimental and theoretical points of view for 

many years. Recent attempts to model resource allocation in higher edu

·cation using .modern system theory concepts indicate that substantially 

more extensive. investigations nee_d to be done on this subject. Typical 

questions to be answered are: What variables and parameters are impor-· 

tant in assisting administrators to allocate resources to meet constantly 

'changing demands and needs'l What units should be used to measure vari

ables and parameters? What services are provided by institutions of 

higher education and what are their costs? Who generates the demands 

for services and to what degree? What are the various interrelationships 

among the components and functions of an institution? Can these rela

tionships be described mathematically? Can a ·model be .formulated to 

describe how resources are aliocated? What types of resources are uti~ 

lized? Can control variables that influence the student population dis

tribution be identified? How much does it cost to provide credit hours 

of instruction in various disciplines? What is the cosi of producing a 

graduate at the B.S., M.S., or Ph.D. level in a specific discipline? 

How can.these costs be determined from readily available data? The 



prototype model described in this dissertation was developed with ques

tions such as these in mind. 
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This dissertation then is concerned with formulating a detailed 

prototype resource allocation model of the College of Engineering of 

Oklahoma State University. The College is an important part of the Un

iversity and aptly demonstrates the '1building block" approach. The 

11 building block11 approach means that the model of the College of Engi

neering can be considered to be a basic component model of the University 

system. Models of the other colleges of the University might be formu

lated by using the College of Engineering model as a prototype with ap

propriate modifications for differences in detail. The model of the 

University could then be obtained by combining the models of the indi

vidual colleges of the University. The point is that this prototype 

model provides a foundation for the development of more general resource 

allocation models. 

A primary aim of this study involves quantitatively describing the 

patterns by which College administrators allocate resources in order to 

meet the demands for services imposed upon the College. It should be 

noted that it is not the intent of this study to analyze the allocation 

of funds to the University by the State Legislature through the State 

Boa.rd of Regents. Also, no attempt is made to analyze the patterns of 

resource allocation by University administrators to the various colleges 

of the University. Rather~ the problem of concern is how the schools of 

the College allocate their resources. 

Approach to the Problem 

The general approach to the problem was to develop a detailed modei 
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using certain characteristics of input-oµtput analysis c;leveloped by the 

. economists combined with modern $yi;tein tqeory dev~loped by the scientists 

and engineers. In thh model, the College i$ viewed as a collection ot 

interacting parts, components or sectors. This approach has previously 

been .used successfuliy by economists in the analysis of complex socio

economic systems. The model is characterh;ed as dynam:i,c since it.con

tains a syste·m of first-order coupled difference eql,lations in normal 

form. This is commonly referred to as a state-space model. Dynamic 

models of the state-space form have evolved as the basis for analysis, 

simulation, control, ~nd optimization in ·modern system theory. The ex

tensive literature on simulation, control, anc;l optimization applies 

directly to socio-ecc:momi.c systems when they are modeled in this form. 

One of the best ways to study resource allocation in the College of 

Engineering is to describe the administrat:i,ve organization and the func

tions (services) performed by the College. In order to obtain the state

space forni, the College system is viewed as b~ing comprised of two inter

acting sectors; namely, a student sector and a production secter. Each 

sector is conceptually removed from the Cellege system and studied in 

isobtion. The system model of the College is then obtained by combining 

the two sector models. 

The model 'described in this dissertation has the following identi .. 

fying characte1;istics: It is a dyna·mic, linear, discrete .. time, determ

inistic model. All variables may vary with time, are assumed to be 

linearly related, and are assumed to be known or can be measured only at 

discrete times. 

It is real.ized that there may be non-linear relationships in the 

.input-output characteristics of the College and that the present model 



is only a first-order app;r()ximation. However, what is not obvious is 

what relationships miji~ht be non-linear. Also, linear relationships are 

often good approximations for short.intervals of time. As non ... ~inear 

relationships are ide~tified, they can be incorporated into the model. 
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The m,odel is form\llated as a determinhtic rather than a stochastic 

mo9el. Once sufficient data is available to determine the statistics of 

past operati6n, then it is possible to arrive at a probabilistic model 

that can be used for prediction. 

Vses of the Model 

The model is designed to provide ~nformation concerning past and 

present operation of the College. The University has already created a 

student as well as faculty and staff data fi,le. The $tudent file con

tains information taken from class cards and student registration re

cords. The faculty and staff file contains information taken from the 

Request for Personnel Action form and application.fo:m.s. Data is pri

mari,ly stored on discs for random access capabilities. Inactive files 

a.re pulled off disc storage and stored on ·magnetic tape. Additional 

steps are being taken to qiake these files more complete. Once a suitable 

data base· has been developed, then, such useful statistics as cost fig

ures, trends, etc. can be provided by the model in an automated fashion. 

The model of the student sector contains a student population model 

which describesmovement of students through th!:! College system. The 

student population, model provides information, primarily by school and 

student level, concerning the number of students continuing in the Col

lege from one semester to the next; the number ot students, classified 

according to typej) that enter the College froi;n off~campus~ th~ number of 
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students, by college, that 1;ransfer into the College fr01D. other colleges 

on campus; the number of College.students awardeq gr,:1duate or student 

assistantships; and the num.ber of stµden~s that leave the College. 

The model not only calculqtes the number of students enrolled in 

each school of the College, by s1;u9ent level, a statistic already avail

able from other sources, but also provides information concerning the 

.proportion of !:ltudents that were enrolled in the Colle$e during the .past 

semester and that are still enrolled in the College during the present 

semester. It also calculates proportions representing the school and 

student level choices of arrivah from both on and off campus. This in

formation is new. Once data has been collected for past semesters and 

trends are esta~lished, the model can also b~ used in predicting the 

futut"e population ·make ... µp of the College~ 

In addition, the student sector model can be used to determine 

exactly how many students leave the .College during a given semester and 

their classifications prior to leaving. This statistic is difficult to 

determine from present records. A computer program has been written to 

determine the transitions and transfers described above.· A discussion 

of this program is provided in the Appendix. 

The student sector also describes student demands for credit hours 

of instruction imposed upon the College. Implementation of this feature 

will provide new information concerning average credit hour.loads of 

students enrolled in the College. 

Finally, the .stude1;1.t sector develops equations that impute an aver~ 

age ~Qst (value) to student;s enrolled in ~he College (by school anc;l stu ... 

dent level) based upon the cost of credit hours of instruction taken by 

these students. This development, which provide$ new information, is 
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intended as a first step in determining, ultimately, the average cost 

involved in producing a Bachelor's, Master's, or Ooctor's degree in each 

school of the College. Credit houl;' costs are determined from the costs 

of resources utilized in producing them. 

The costs of instruction are determined in th(;l production sector 

model which describes the input resources utilized by the College and 

the corresponding products produced in.terms of input-output models. 

Equations that can be used to calculate urtit costs are also developed in 

the production sector. Implementation of this sector will allow unit 

costs (dollars per student-credit-hour) as well as individual course 

costs, student-credit-hour costs by school and course level, etc. to be 

calculated. 

The University makes an annual study of·instructional salary costs 

per student-credit-hour produced accorqing to lower-division undergrad~ 

uate, upper-division undergraduate, and graduate courses (4). Informa

tion for this study is obtained from a questionnaire sent to each depart

ment. The costs per student-credit-hour are based on personnel costs 

only and do not include physical plant costs, computer costs 9 etc. Once 

a suitable d,ata base is developed, implementation of that portion of the 

production sector that computes studimt-credit-hour costs could eliminate 

the need for gathering information by questionnaires. Cost figures could 

be provided automatically with an option of more detailed calculations 

and with certain non-personnel expenditures included in these calcula-

tions. 

A computer program has been written to determine course costs, stu

dent=credit-hour costs for individ'l.lal 1=ourses, the full-time=eq\l,ivalent 

effort of personnel per student-credit~hour produ~ed for individual 



courses, and object expenditures per student-credit·hour produced for 

individual courses. A discussion of t'Qis program is provided in the 

Appendix. 
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The production sector model formula,tes input-ot,ttput models for in

struction, research, and extension. Unit cost equations are formulated 

also. Total implementation of this sector will provide cost figures for 

individual institutional and sponsored research projects as well as cost 

figures for extension activities. 

The system ·model results from combining the two sector models. The 

system model does not provide any new statistics with respect to those 

already described for the two sector models. However, the system model 

does describe explicitly the interdependence of the two sectors and it 

describes the operation of the College as one integral unit. 

The system model can serve as a simulation tool in asc~rtaining the 

effects of changing allocation policies. For example, administrators 

can use the model to simulate the effects of changing the mix of re

sources utilized in instruction, research, and extension programs and 

observe the resulting costs. 

The uses of the model given in this section certainly does not ex

haust all possibilities. However, some of the more important uses of 

the model have been described. 

In brief summary, the objective of this dissertation is to formulate 

a detailed prototype resource allocation model of the College of Engi

neering. The approach to the probleqi. was to develop a model of state

space form. A state-space model is desirable since the extensive liter

ature cm simulation, control, and optimization applies directly to sys .. 

tems modeled in this form. There are many possible 1,.1ses of the model 



described in this dis$ertation •. One of the more important uses of the 

model involves simulaj::i,ng the effects of changing the mix of resources 

utilized in instruction, research, and e:ictension. 

11 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Other Modeling Efforts 

In recent years considerable effort has been devoted to mathematical 

modeling in educ;ation. The models range from sii;nulations of various 

phases of operation of particular institutions to models that purport to 

describe the entire educational system. 

A good critique of the methods and models for human resource devel

opment planning up to the year 1966 is presented by Davis (5). By the 

term 11 human resource developmentn Davis means education and training of 

members of society. He critiques three different types of general edu

cational models used for setting output targets and allocating resources 

to education. The cHfferent model types are the following: 1) the first 

model type assumes a set of political, cultural, or social goals re

quiring that some specified portion of the population has a right to 

some specified amount of education find training; 2) the second model type 

utilizes estimates of the resources (human and fiscal) av,;1ilable for as

signment to education and training so that returns are maximized; and 3) 

the third model type assumes a set of human resource requirements or 

targets in the work force. The objective is to equal or exceed the tar

gets with allocations minimized. 

Some of the models for human resource development critiqued by 

Davis use linear programming techniques. The sole advantage of this 

12 
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type formulation is that :i.~ does give a siinple and idealized version of 

how education and the economy might work and might be planned. However, 

the dilemma in using linear programming technici.ues is that the education

al system is fit to the linear pro~rammi,ng format which results in the 

model be:i.ng either too general to be useful or too complicated to be 

manageable. 

A research demographic model of the formal American educational sys

tem is reported by Zabrowski et &• (6). A computer model called DYNAMOD 

II is developed by the authors. DWAMOD II is a computerized Markov-type 

model which calculates the responses to changes in its parameters for 

140 population groups over selected ;intervals of time. These population 

groµps are com~osed of four sex-rac;e groups cros1:;-classified as to age 

(six categories) and educational status (three levels each of students 

and teachers as well as elementary and secondary school dropouts). In

cluded also ai;-e llother11 categories which contain the segments of the pop

ulation which are classified as not being in the edu~ational sectorso 

The model uses over 832 transition probabilities to estimate the 

population flows in each year. Birth projections are introduced inde~ 

pendently into the appropriate sex.race categories after each iteration 

of the model. 

Stone (7) outlines a gener~l model of the educational system de

signed to work out the present implications of future levels of educa~ 

tional activity as determined by the evolution of the demand by students 

for training and the requirem,ents for trained personnel by the economy. 

By educational system, Stone mean$ schools, universities and an forms 

of professiiqnal <;1,nd industrial training. He studies the educational 

system with the aid of an educational m~trix similar to the indust:rrial 
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input-output matrix inLeotief's model. 

The different stages of the educational system are regarded as in,-. 

dustries, or processes, through whic;h the students pass, first as raw 

matel;'ials, then as semi-finished products, and eventually as final pro

ducts, or gradµates. For any individual, graduation takes place when he 

passes out of the system, regardless of the stage he may have reached at 

the time. 

Merck (8) has developed a Markovian model that provides projections 

of a populati<;m to some point in, the future based upon existing policy 

conditions. His model descr;i.bes movemeJ').t of Air Force personnel through 

categories ( 11 states11) which are defined by career fields and enlistment 

terms. A ~omputer-processed model was developed for use in personnel 

planning. One .of the major uses of the model is to evaluate the effects 

of a policy change. Merck uses the concept of llstatesu in his model. 

This concept is •lso used in the student population model described in 

this dissertation. 

An example of a computer simulation model that simulates a partic

ular operational phi;ise of an educat:i,onal institution is GASP (Generalized 

Academic Simulation Programs) (9). GASP can be used for schedul,ing 

classes by assigning time, instructors~ rooms, and students to the 

classes being offered. Thus GASP is, to a degree, a resource allocation 

model. Earlier versions of the GASP program were written in 1961-1962. 

The hte::;t; version of GASP (GASP III) was implemented on 360 computers 

in 1967. All versions oi; the program were developed and written at the 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

0 1 Brien (10) presents a cost model for Large urban schoolso He 

describes the mathematical equationi, required to estimate the cost 
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resulting from the construction and operation of a large school facility. 

The equations are presented in parametric form, with only limited data 

presented for the estiroation of parameters. The costing procedure is 

developed to the e~t;ent that new facilities and staffing costs are esti

mated independently of the existing system. Some of the cost elements 

which are discussed a,nd for which mathematical formulas are given, are 

the following, construction of new school plants, personnel stat:fing, 

acquisition of special eqµipment, and acquisition of land. His model 

could be used in combination with the model described in this disserta

tion to estimate the. costs described above. 

Planning for future college needs is on~ task that is simulated by 

a computer at Hiram College in Hiram, Ohio (11). Using a mathematical 

model of the operation of the College, Hiram administrators can introduce 

a theoretical change in one area of the College and by simulation, ob

serve the resultins effects on other areas of the College. The College 

also uses the same computer for grading, cl.11.ss schedulin~, and account

ing. Unfortunately, the matematical model of the College is still being 

refined and no further information concerning its characteristics will 

be released until sometime in the future. 

''Input-output analysis 11 or interindustry economics is concerned 

with q~antitative analysis of the interdependence of producing and con

suming units in a modern economy. In particular, input-output analysis 

studies the int(;:!rrelations among producers as buyers of each others' 

outputs~ as users of scarce resources, and as sellers to final consumers. 

The first empirical input-output model was :formulated by Leontief. In a 

manner similar to Leontief, Raphael Oi) has f;ormulated an input-output 

model of Pennsylvania State University. His model can be used for 
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controlling the operations of the University, studying the effects of 

changes on the operations, and for management decision=making by simu~ 

la.ting alternative courses of actiono The University is divided into 47 

sectors. His model is deterministic and simulates the flow of funds and 

other appropriate units through the various parts or sectors of organi-

zation. Although Raphael's model treats tl;le University as a collection 

of 47 separate sectors, it should be noted that the sectoral breakdown 

is not fine enough for analysis, of an individual department. Also~ the 

model is static rather than dynamic. 

Thus far, general models of the educational system have been pre-

!;iented. These models are formulated in gross terms i;ind are not capable 

of providing the detailed information desired in this study. The de-

sired objective is to structure a detailed mathematical model that will 

aid College administrators in the allocation of resources. The type 

model desired is one structured as a set of interacting sectorso In 

particular, a state-space formulation is de1:1ired. A n1odel with a state-

space formulation specifically \iesign.ed to a.nswer some of the questions 

proposed in ~hapter I is described next. 

Michigan State University Model 

Koenig, Keeney and Zemach (13?14) have been developing and refining 

a mathemat:i.cal model of a-p. edu~ational institution since 1964. Their 

model is general enough and flexible enough to be adapted to any insti-

tution.of higher education, or to a single institution as it changes in 

timeo This is possible w;ithin the .conceptual structure described by the 

authors by allowing variables to be redefined or modi(ied to adapt to 

' institutional differences. 
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The research effort de~cribed by Koenig ~ il• is by no means com ... 

pleted. Almost every stage of development is represented in some P'art 

of their model. Certain components are in the first stage of theoretical 

modeling, while for others, data processing and simulation programs are 

completed. A brief description of t;:he MSU mc;,del is now presented. Those 

inte:1;ested in a detailed technical description of the model are referred 

to Reference 14. 

The model consists of sets of equations which describe the relation

ship of resources to production, al'1,d, based on these, the .associated 

unit costs of production. It is therefore a mathematical description of 

the way in which the University ut:Uizes its resources in production. 

The resources of the Univel;'sity are described, broadly, as personnel, 

space, and equipment. The products are identified as developed manpower, 

research, and public or technical services. 

The schematic diagram in Fig1,1re 1, taken fr01I1 Reference 14, identi,

fies the major sectors or components of Univel;'sity activity established 

by the model and the variables used to determine the behavioral charac

teristics of each sector. Note that the sectors are functional and do 

not represent;: the administrative divisions of the Un;i.versity •. 

The MSU modei identifies a student sector, product;ion sectors re

lated to academic and non-academic services, and resource sectors for 

per~onnel and physical facilities. Also, j:l.n 11administrative control11 

sector is indicated as a source of policy decisions,_ 

The -,nodel of the student sector describes the internal· state of the 

University at any particular ti'me in terms c;,f the di,.stribution-of stu~ 

dents among the various areas of educatiQn and levels of study and the 

respective average accumulated costs per student of ~ducation ta that 
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point in time. The modd of the $t1.,1dent sector also describes the num

ber and educational status of the students who leave the University and 

the number of student credits and hours of research-teaching that must 

be produced to satisfy the demands of the student body. 

The equations of the academic production sector describe the rela

tionship between the quantities of academic services produced and the 

quantities of faculty effort, graduate assistant effort, and environ-

mental facilities such as classrooms, laboratoriesj and technological 

equipment, required to produce these academic services. The description 

of this sector also includes the cost of servic;:es produced, based on the 

costs of resources required. 

The equations of the sector described as non-academic production 

indicate the quantities of effort and facilities required to meet student 

demands for services such a.s housing, registration, counseling, and med

ical service. No attempt has yet been ma,de to model non-academic pro

duction in detail. 

The resources required by the academic and non ... academic production 

sectors are ~onsidered to be produc;:ed by the 1;esource sec;:1;:ors of univer

sity -0peration referred to in the model as Personnel and Physical Facil~ 

ities Sectors. Extensive use of these sector models awaits further de

velopments in computer=based accounting systems. 

Units of effort and facilities are also required by the sector 

identified as Administrative Control. The function of thi!:) sector is to 

issue admin~strative policy control over the resources utilized by other 

sectors involved in production. 

The structure of the system model allows an independent model of 

capi,tal resource development to be incorporated into the structure if 



the allocation patterns can be determined. 

The system model of the University is then obtained by combining 

the sector models. 

The research effort described by Koenig et&• does not end with 
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the model of the educational institution" Rather, the authors then con= 

sider the mathematics of control and how their model might serve as a 

model for a set of institutions of higher education operating in parallel 

and, with further generalization, as a model for the total educational 

system. 

Contributions of This Effort 

The first contribution of the model described in this dissertation 

is that it is a pioneering effort, f.e. no resource allocation model of 

the College of Engineering existed before this effort. The modeling 

approach, i.e. the use of a component or sector structure, was inspired 

by the work of Koenig at Michigan State University. However, the final 

model has many new features not contained in models proposed by Koenig 

and other investigators. 

The first difference lies in the detail shown in this modeL The 

production sector described in Chapter V identifies resource allocations 

to individual courses and spectfic programs in research and extension. 

This detailed breakdown is not given in the models of Pennsylvania State 

University or Michigan State University. Thus, one contribution lies in 

identifying the specific components of the variot.Js vectors and the units 

used to measure themo 

A major cliff erence in approach between this model and the MSU model 

concerns the way in which costs per time period for expenditures other 
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than per~onnel are handled. The MSU model multiplies the units utilized 

per ti"rp.e period times t,he dollar expenditure per unit to obtain the dol= 

lar expenditure per.time period. This approach has several disadvan~ 

tages. First, it requires each item to be of a homogenous nature~ eogo~ 

paper c~ips and paper cannot be lumped together in the ·model as "supplies 

and material". The second disadvantage is the accounting burden that is 

required to itemize both the number of items used and their unit costso 

In the ~odel presented in this dissertation, expenditures for items other 

t~an pers(,')nnel are simply given in terms of dollar expenditures per time 

period. These are the type records that are presently kept and most 

easily recorded. 

There are other differences between this .model and the MSU model. 

These differences also delineate contributions. For example, the sectors 

defined in this model are organizational as well as functional~ whereas 

in the MSU model, the sectors are functional and do not represent the 

administrative divisions of the University. Another difference between 

this model and the MSU model is that this model also describes the use 

of student assistants in production. 

A considerable amount of effort in this study was devoted to inves= 

tigating thoroughly the data base presently available. Conferences were 

held with ·many College and University administrators and officials in 

order to determine .the present data base as well as to discaver future 

plans in this area. The model was then.formulated after the available 

data were known. Thus, an important contribution,Qf this effort is the 

closeness and relevance of the available data base to the model struc= 

tureo The data required to implement the model are feasible and avail= 

able although they may not yet be in a computer processable form. 



CHAPTER III 

STRUCTURE OF THE MODEL 

'l'hi.s chapter briefly describes the administrative organizatfon and 

functional structure of the College of Engineering. This description 

provides a conc;:eptual foundation for the development of the mathematical 

model that fallows in later chapters. A comment by Stone (7) concerning 

model bunding seems appropriate at this time: 

••• we do not begin by building, or even trying to build~ per~ 
;feet models. We begin by modeling the mdn features of the 
system we are studying and then try to impl!'ove on our.proto
type. Generally speaking we can never continue this process 
to its end ••• 

With this thought in ·mind, the first steps in modeling a complex system 

such as the College of Engineering are to 1;1tudy the fundamental struc= 

ture.of the College.and to identity the basic functions i,t performs in 

the areas of instruction, research, and extension. 

Organizational Structure 

.The organizational structure of the Division of Engineering is in-

dicated in figure 2. The Division·of Engineering includes the College 

of Engineering, Engineering and Industrial Extension, Engineering Re~ 

search, and the Technical Institutes (Stillwater and Oklahoma City). 

The Colle~e of Engineering, which is composed of eight schools, is 

the focal point of this research. None of the other units that comprise 

the Oivision of Engineering will be studied. However, since the primary 
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ft.mction of Engineering and lndustrial Extension and Engineering Research 

is to coordinate, respectively, extension and research work conducted 

mainly by the College of Engineer:)'..ng 9 it follows that the major effort 

of these units :Ls implicit in the model of the College of Engineeringo 

The organizational structure of the College is indicated in Figure 

3. 

Conceptual Structure 

It was mentioned previo1,1sly in Chapter l that one of the best ways 

to approach the problem of fI!Odeling the College is to describe the ad= 

ministrative organization and the functions performed. With this in 

mind~ the conceptual structure of the College of Engineering is shown in 

Figure 4. The College is considered to be composed of two sectors, Le. 

a student sector and a production sector. Arrows directed towards a. box 

in Figure 4 indicates inputs; whereas, arrows directed away from a box 

indicate outpt.its. All inputs and outputs are vector f1..mctions of time 

evaluated at discrete times. 

The student sector accounts for the currently enrolled student pop

ulation in the College and the inpuis of credit hours of instruction 

demanded by this populationa 

The input vector labeled HEntering Studentsn denotes students who 

arrive from off ... campus or transfe.r from other colleges on-campus and en-

. roll in engineeringa Off-campus arrivals include new high school grad

uates, readmitted students, and transfer students from junior colleges 

or other universities o The output vector labeled 11 Departing Students'1 

denotes students departing the College, e.g., students who transfer to 

other colleges within the University, students who graduate, students 
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who drop out, etc. The vector labeled "Credit Hours of Instruction From 

Non-Engineering Academic Units" denotes credit hours of instruction sup

plied to engineering students by non-engineering academic units on 

campus. Part of the vector 11 Credit Bours of Instruction From Engineering 

Academic Units 11 is an input to the student sector denoting .credit hour 

demands imposed by students enrolled in the College. The remainder is 

11 exported 11 to satisfy the demands imposed by non-engineering students. 

The output vector labeled "Student Assistants and Graduate Assistants" 

denotes the use of these assistants in the productirin sector. 

The cost of credit hours of instruction taken by College students 

is based upon the resources used in producing them. If one knows the 

number of credit hours taken in a certain school at a specific level and 

can find their cost, then one can impute values to students receiving 

this instruction. The student sector model is designed to allow this 

evaluation. 

The production sector shown in Figure 4 indicates, schematically~ 

how the input resources of personnel, graduate and student assistants 9 

and object expenditures are allocated to the three main production func

tions: instruction, research~ a.nd extensi.on and public service. The 

11 Personnel!1 input includes administrators~ faculty and staff. 110bject 

expenditures 11 denotes expenditures per time period for materials and 

supplies, equipment, and furniture, books a.nd periodicals, communication, 

travel and other expenses paid for out of the College and school budgets. 

Indirect costs of the physical plant, library, etc. are not included. 

In order to simulate the allocation and flow of funds in the College 9 

the model is formulated in such a way that funds allocat~d to a produc= 

tion unit (school) are distributed among the three primary functions of 
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instruction, research, a,nd extension. To avoid ambiguity in processing 

the costs and values (in dollars), it is necessa,ry to establish a con

vention for the sign of these quantities. Thus, funds that are inputs 

to a production unit will be considered positive quantities and values 

received (output) from a production unit will be considered negative. 

For example, costs of student-credit-hours produced in the production 

sector are considered negative since they represent output costs, where

as, these same costs are considered positive inputs of the student sec.,. 

tor. 

The production sector then is structured in such a manner that 

resource allocation by each school in the College might be studied in 

detail. 



CHAPTER IV 

STUDENT $ECTOR 

Introduction 

The internal states of the College system during the tth time in.,. 

terval are described in terms of the student enrollment distribution in 

the College and the associated unit costs resulting from educatfon p:t"o

vided to the College students. ·· A st:udeqt population model is developed 

that describes the student enrollment distribution of the .College at ti.me 

t as dependent upon students continuing in the College from the previous 

time period, the enrollment choices of new arrivals from off-campus, and 

the enrollment choices of transfers from on-campus. Variables that may 

influence student enrolbnent are introduced into the equations describing 

the student enrollment of the College. Included in·the student popula

tion model is a set of equations describing student departures from the 

College. 

The model of the student sector also describes student-credit-hour 

demands imposed upon the College by all University students, with dis

tinction made between th,ose demands imposed by engineering students and 

those demands impoi;ed by non-engineering students. In addition, the 

·model of the student sector describes the student-credit-hour demands 

imposed upon non-engineering academic units by all University students, 

with distinctionmade between those demands.imposed by engineering stu

den.ts and those demands imposed by non ... engineering students. 

29 
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Finally, the student sector describes the average cost imputed to a 

student in the College determined from the costs of credit hours of edu

cation provided to a student at that point in time. 

The. tth time. interval (period) ref erred to in this report may be a 

semester, academic year, calendar year, or any other time interval con

venient in terms of the data ba$e available. In this report, the time 

interval refers to a s~mester or similar course enrollment period. 

It should be pointed out that some features of the Michigan State 

University model have been incorporated in the model of the student sec

tor. For example, the student population distri,bution in the Michigan 

State University model is described by a set of first-order difference 

equations. The concept of the internal state of the system is considered 

·in the Michigan State University model~ ~nd control variables that may 

influence the student enrollment distribution are described. However, 

the model of the student sector described in this chapter also differs 

from the Michigan State University model in many respects. New variablei; 

and equations have been introduced; and others have been redefined; 

changed 9 or omitted in order to describe the College system. Certain 

new concepts have been introduced, and some concepts introduced in the 

Michigan State University model have been extended. 

Student Population Model 

A student population model that describes the movement of students 

through the system will be described next. Subsets within the student 

population are defined in terms of categories which are called nstatesn. 

The states of the syi;tem provide a location for each student in the sys

tem.. For example, !!Electric;;al Engineering Freshman II describes one 
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possible state into which students can be placed. In general, the cate

gories (states) used in the student population model for the College of 

Engineering will be bivariate in nature, i.e. school and student le~el. 

There a.re exceptions, however. Since many freshmen and some sophomore 

students delay in declaring their majors, the categories 11 Engineering 

Freshman11 and "Engineering Sophomore 11 are used to describe these stu .. 

dents. Also, students who are not candidates for a degree are catego

rized as "Engineering Special 11 • 

The concept of state is extremely flexible. For example, one may 

consider all students who are enrolled in a particular school or college 

as states of the system. There are many other categories that could be 

selected to provide a location for each student in the system. However, 

in establishing the state definition, one must be aware of the rate of 

proliferation of the number of states. As an example, if one uses school 

and student level as categories, 47 states are defined for the College 

of Engineering, i.e. 8 schools (Agricultural Engineering, Architecture, 

Chemical Engineering, Civil.Engineering)\ Electrical Engineering, General 

Engineering, Industrial Engineering and Management, and Mechanical and 

Aerospace Engineering), each with 6 student levels (Freshman, Sophomore, 

Junior, Senior, Master, and Doctor) except Architecture which has no 

Doctoral program. In addition to the 47 states defined above, Engineer

ing Freshman, Engineering Sophomore, and Engineering Special are required 

to complete the description of the student population in the College of 

Engineering. The total number of states is 50 in this example~ 

If trans;ltions from eac,:h of the states into any of the other states 

is allowed, a transition ma,trix with 2500 entries (50 x 50) is generated. 

It should be apparent that a set of states can be easily defined that 
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will exceed a computer's storage capacity. In addition, if the states 

of the system are defined such that the number of stt.idents in certain 

states is sma.11 9 projections for these states obtained from simulation 

will be statistically unreliable. The theoretical model will allow any 

number of states; but, in actual practice. 9 the number of states is re .. 

stricted due to c,omputer processing time and limited storage capacity, 

In order to keep the model flexible for adoption to other colleges, 

certain subscripts and superscripts used in the model are general in 

nature 9 e.g. 9 N categories of studen·1;: enrollment are defined rather than 

specifying a specific number of categories. Let the student population 

vector be defined as: 

(4.1) 

where si(t) represents the number of students in category i within the 

College of Engineering after enrollments are fixed at the beginning of 

the tth time interval. Then !(t) can be expressed as a set of first-

order difference equations that describe the changes in student enroll-

ment from one time period to the next 9 Le. 

_!(t) = U(t)~(t-1) + V(t).e_(t-l) + W(t)_g_(t-1) • (4.2) 

In Equation 4.2j the matri~ U(t) and vector ~(t-1) are defined as: 

(4.3) 

and 

s(t-1) = [s.(t-l)]N 1 - . J x 
(4.4) 

where u 1 j(t) represents the proportion of continuing College students 
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that were in category j at time (t ... l) and are in ca~egory i at time t 

and the .components of ~ (t-1) represent the m~mber of students, by cate

gory, that are enrolled in the College at time (t-1). U(t):!(t-1) then 

represents the number of students:1 by category, that were enrolled in 

the College at time (t-U and are still enrc;,lled in the College at time 

t. 

In Equation 4.2, the matrix V(t) and vect;or £(t-l) are defined as: 

V (t) = [ v ij<t) ]NxNl (4.5) 

and 

(4.6) 

where vij(t) represents the proportion of new arrivals of type j that 

enroll in.category i at time t and the components of £(t-l) represent 

the number of new arrivals from off""campus, by type, that are enrolled 

in the College at time t. V(t)£(t-l) then represents t;he number of new 

students 9 by categiory 9 that arrive from off-campus dt,1ring time pe.~iod 

(t-1) and are enrolled in the College at time t. 

As an example, six possible .components of i(t-1) are: 

L New high school graduates, non-resident of Oklahoma 

2. New high school graduate.s, resident 

3. Transf e.1: students, non-resident 

4. Transfer students, resident· 

5. Readmission students, non-resident 

6. Readmission students, resident. 

In this example. Nl=6; however, one can aggregate or disaggregate the 

types if desired. 
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The entries in each column of V(t) sum to one~ Le. 

N 
~ V, ,(t) 
i=l iJ 

1' j=1 9 ••• ,Nl 
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(4. 7) 

In Equation 4.2 9 the matrix W(t) and vector .9.(t-l) are defined as: 

W(t) = [wij (t) ]NxN2 (4.8) 

(4. 9) 

where wij(t) represents the proportion of on-campus transfers of type j 

that are enrolled in category i at time t and the components of .9.{t-l) 

represent the number of transfers from on-campus 9 by type, that are en-

rolled in the College at time t. W(t)_g_(t-1) then represents the number 

of transfer students from on-campus, by category, that transfer into the 

College during time period (t-1) and are enrolled in the College at time 

t. 

Seven possible origins of transfer are: 

1. College of Agriculture 

2. College of Arts and Sciences 

3 D College of Business 

4. College of Education 

5. College. of Home Economics 

6. College of Veterinary Medicine 

7. Te.chnical Institute (Stillwater). 

In this example N2=7; however., one can break down the types of transfers 

even further, e.g., one may desire to analyze transfers from particular 
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departments outside the College of Engineering. 

The entries in each column of W(t) sum toone, i.e. 

± W· .(t) 
i=l iJ 

= 1, j=l, ••• ,N2 (4.10) 

In brief, Equation 4,2 describes the stl,ldent enrollment distribution of 

the College at time t as dependent, respectively, upon-students contin-

uing from the previous time period, the enrollment choices of new arriv-

als from off-campus, and the enrollment choices of transfe.rs from on-

campus. 

The transitions, ar;rivals, and transfers described in Equation .4.2 

.are influenced by many variables, e.g., the decisions or behavior of 

students, availability of financial aid, grade point requirements, etc. 

It should be possible to isolate ~ertain factors that influence ~he 

transitions, arrivals, and transfers de.scribed in Equation 4.2. If fac-

tors that are subject to control are isolated, they may be regarded as 

control variables of the system. As an example of a first step toward 

identifying controls, Koenig.!! al. (14) assume that the number of fel~ 

lowships and graduate assistantships available will affect the number of 

students continuing with or beginning graduate work. They also point 

out that the availability of scholarships o.r tuition discounts in par-

ticular areas ,may affect the dec:i.siohs of undergraduates as well. 

Financial aid to students exists in various forms, e.g., scholar-

ships, fellowships, traineeships, awards, grants, assistantships, loans, 

etc. Financial help is certainly one factor that affects student tran-

sit ions, arrivals, and tr.ansf.ers. To illustrate how fioa.ncial a.id in 

the form of graduate assistantships and student assistantships (normally 
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awarded at the discretion of the individual schools in the College) 

might be considered control variables, two vectors are introduced into 

the model, Le. 

(4.11) 

and 

(4.12) 

The entries gj(t) and uj(t) represent, respectively, the number of full~ 

time-equivalent graduate and student assistantships awarded of school

type j to students enrolled in the CoUege during time t. 

Graduate assistantships may be classified as graduate teaching as

sistantships and graduate research assistantships, according to graduate 

student levels, aggregated into one classification of graduate assistant

ships, etc. Student assistantships :may be classified accordip.g to under

graduate student levels, aggregated iP.to 9ne classification of student 

assistantships~ etc. 

Equation 4.2 is now modified by writing 

_!(t) = T(t)_!(t-1) + Q(t).e_(t-1) + X(t).9.(t-l) + H£(t) + J~(t) (4.13) 

where His an NxAl and J is an NxA2 matrix relating, respectively, the 

number of students served by the number of full-tbne-equivalent graduate 

i;tssistantships and student assistantships awarded. One.full-time

equivalent assistantship may provide financial help to 8 students working 

1/8 time, 4 students working 1/4 time, 2 students working 1/2 ti:me, .etc. 

The matrices T(t), Q(t), and X(t) in Equation 4 •. 13 are modified versions, 

respectively, of U(t), V(t), and W(t) in Equation 4.2. Modifications of 
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U(t), V(t), and W(t) are l('equired to remove, respectively, the transi

tions, arrivals, and transfers" of students awarded graduate and student 

assistantships by the coilege. 

The concept of financial aids as control variables brings up sev

eral points of interest. For example, consider a particular school in 

the .College operating under a fixed budget. It may be importi:l,nt for 

school administrators t;o.identify those students who deserve .and reqtiire 

financial aid in the form of graduate assistantships and student assist

antships. lf these students are·identified and the minimuµi amount of 

aid determined, administrators shou.ld be able to do ~ petter Job of a

warding assistantships than would be the case if no infarmation were 

available. If assiatantsh.fps are .awarded on .a 11 first-come, first-served" 

basis, some students :may have to.leave the University er transfer to 

another department that affers assistantships. 

In brief, College administrators may .influence the student enrall

ment d:i,stribut:i,on by increasing or decreasing the ratio of students 

served per full-ti'me=equivalent assistantship or by increasing or de

creasing the number af full=time=equivalen.t assistarttships awarded. lf 

thepalicy af the schaol is to aid as many of its students as possible 

within the limitatians imposed by a fixed budget and schoal requirements, 

a s'l,lrvey of its students may be in order. 

Other variables which influence or cantrol student enrollments ·may 

be included in .the model if they can be represented by quantitative vec

tars and if their influence can be measured. 

How does one determine the number af students of all c~te.gories that 

depart from the .College during or at t;he end af ti't11e periad (t-1)? It 

fallows from Equation 4o3 that. the sum 
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represents the total proportion of the students in category j at time 

(t~l) that still reinain in the College at time t. The difference 

(4.1;4) 

repre~ents the proportion of students of catego:ry j who depart from the 

College during time period (t-1). The departure -of a student from the 
-

College does not necessarily mean that the student has departed the Uni-

versity. He may.have transfeJ:"red ·to a non-engineering academic depart-

ment on campus. 

A se.t of equations of the form 

~(t) :;::; Z(t)_!(t-1) (4.15) 

may be written to de.scribe student departures from the College, by cate

gory. Z(t) is an NxN diagonal matrix whose jth diagonal element is 

Administrators may be interested in knowing why students depart the 

College. This provisian is introduced into the .model in the following 

manner. Let 

(4.16) 

represent the number -of students departing frQffi .the .College, by reason, 

during time period (t=l). Then ::!(t) can be expressed as: 

~(t) = D(t).!(t-1) (4.17) 
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where 

(4.18) 

and dij(t) represents the proportion of students in category j at time 

(t-1) who do not enroll in the College at time t due to reason i •. Stu

dents may depart the College due to graduation, grade point deficiency, 

illness, death, transfer to another college or university, transfer to 

another department on campus, accident, financial difficulty, etc. What

ever the reason for departure,,an accounting should be made .for ea.ch stu

dent who departs the College. If a student simply drops out _for no ap

parent reasonj a follow-up questionnaire should be used to determine the 

.reason(s) for dropping out. Otherwise!) the student is simply listed as 

a dropout. 

An analysis of student de,partures from the College -should be helpful 

to administrators concerned with student retention. Equation 4.17 can 

be used to answer such questions as: IIHow many students transferred 

f-ram the College of Engineering to. other colleges_ of the University?"; 

"How many Electrical Engineering freshmen transferred to the College .of 

Arts and Sciences? 11 ; HHow do these figures compare to those of previous 

time periods?" These are only a few of the questions that could be an

swered. In addition, the net transfer gain or loss for the various stu

dent categories in the coilege can·be determined by comparing transfers 

into the College obtained from W(t).9. (t ... 1) in Equatian 4.2 with appropri

ate transfers out of the College obtained from Equation 4.17. 

Student Dem~nd Equations 

Students in the College impose demands i,ipon the College for credit 
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hours of course work as well as demands for certain types of services 

such as counseling and advisement. If the academic program of the stu-

dent includes research effort, de·mands are made upon the.faculty to pro.-

vide .guidance of the research effort. No distinction is made in the 

model between credit hours associated with c.ourse work and.thesis credit 

hours. However 9 the difference in cost of instruction for course work 

and thesis advisement will be taken into account ;l.n Chapter v. 

Let 

( 4 .19) 

represent the student-credit-hour demands during time period t, by school 

and course level, imposed by all students in the University upon the 

College. Then _£(t) can be expressed as: 

_£(t) , C.!(t) + ~2!,:(t) (4.20) 

where 

C - [c J 
ij N4xN 

(4.21) 

and cij represents the average number of credit .hours from school-course 

level i taken by a student ~nrolled in.category j of the .College. The 

product C_!(t) represents the student=credit=hour demands, by school and 

course level~ imposed upon the College by its own students during time 

period t. 

In Equation 4.20, 

(4.22) 

and 
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x ( t) = [ x . ]N... l - J ::>X 
(4.23) 

where ~ij represents the average number of credit hours from school

course level i taken by a non-engineering student ~nrolled in category j 

(academic area and student level) of the University and the components 

of the vector ~(t) represent non~engineering student enrollment, by aca-

demic area and student level. The product ~(t) then represents .the 

student-credit-hour demands, by school and course level, imposed upon 

the College by non=engineering students. 

It might be desirable to consider the origins of student transfers 

into the College from on-campus as being identical to the population 

states describing non-engineering student enrollment. In this case, N2 

in Equation 4.9 is equal to NS in Equation 4.23. 

Course levels may be designated as freshman, sophomore, junior, 

senior, master, and doctor. In some cases~ course levels might be des-

ignated as lower-division undergraduate (1000 and 2000 level courses), 

upper-division undergraduate (3000 and 4000 level courses), and graduate 

(5000 and 6000 level courses).; Obviously~ depending upon the detail de-

sired, there are other choices that one can use in describing course 

levels, e.g., undergraduate and graduate. One can also describe student-

credit-hour demands by st1.,1dent levels rather than by course .levels. Let 

(4.24) 

represent the student-credit-hour demands, by academic ~nit and course 

-level, imposed upon non-engineering academic units by all students in 

the University. Then.£(t) can be expressed as: 

(4 •. 25) 



where 

M = [mo .]N6 N 1J X 
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(4o26) 

and mij represents the. average number of credit hours from non=enginee;i::

ing academic unit-course·level i taken by a student enrolled in category 

j of the College. The product M!_(t) represents the student-credit~hour 

demands, by academic unit and course level, imposed upon non-engineering 

academic units by students enrolled in the College. 

In Equation 4.25 9 

(4.27) 

where nij represents the average number of credit hours taken from non

engineering academic unit-course level i by a non-engineering University 

student enrolled in category j of the University. The product N~(t) 

then represents the student-credit-hour demands, by academic unit and 

course level~ imposed upon non-engineering academic units by non= 

engineering students. From Equations 4o20 and 4.25, 

[ _£(t) J = [ c J 
£(t) M 

!(t) !_(t) = K~(t) + L~(t) (4.28) 

where 

K= [:] (4.29) 

and 
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= [~· J O 

(N4+N6)xN5 J N7xN5 

(4.30) 

The jth column sum of K9 ioeo 

gives the average credit hour demands imposed 1,1pon all academic produc-

tion units of the University by a student enrolled in category j of the 

College. 

Similarly, the jth column sum of L, Le. 

N7 

s: '':i.. . 1 J :J.= 

gives the average credit hour demands imposed upon all academic produc-

tion units of the University by a student enrolled in category j of the 

University. 

Equation 4.28 can be used to calculate the full-time-equivalent 

student enrollment of a particular cate.goryll a schoolll the College of 

Engineering, the University, etc. For example, suppose that the full-

time-equivalent student enrollment for category 5 of the College is de-

sired, and let category 5 represent master degree students in Industrial 

Engineering. From Equation 4.28 9 the total nqmber of student-credit-

hours taken by students enrolled in category 5 of the College is: 

(4.31) 



where ..i15 denotes sumo The fuHqtime=equivalent student enrollment for 

category 5 is obtained by dividing A5 by 12. 

In a self-study of higher education in Oklahoma published in 1964, 

FTE (full-time-equivalent) student enrollment was one statistic used in 

projecting needs for phsycial plant space (15). For example, a standard 

of five assignable square feet per FTE student was used in projecting 

needs for Administration and General space. 

Educational Costs 

College and University administrators may be interested in knowing 

the unit cost, in dollars 1 of educating students. This provision is in

cluded in the model and allows one to impute educational costs to stu

dents enrolled in various categories of the College of Engineering. The 

development that follows is intended as a starting point in answering 

such questions as: 11What is the av(erage cost involved in producing a 

Bachelor 1 sj Master's, or Doctor's degree in a given school of the Col· 

lege?'1 ; nwhat is the average cost it1volved in educating a student that 

is designated a freshman 9 sophomore, junior 9 or senior in a given school 

of the College'.? 11 

Suppose that one desires to impute am educational value (cost) to 

each student in the College o The educaU,onal value imputed to the stu

dent at the end of the tth time period is equal to the educational value 

of the student at the end of the (t-l)th time period plus the value of 

credit hours taken by the student during time period t. One could de

termine the educational value of each .individual student in the College; 

however 3 the following development considers average. imputed values of 

students enrolled in the College, by category. 
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. Let 

s<t) = [s.<t>JN 1 - 1 X 
(4.32) 

be a subvector of the state vector whose components 9 s.(t) 9 represent 
.1 

the average cost or imputed unit value (dollars per student) of education 

received by a student enrolled in category i of the College. Let 

(4.33) 

represent the unit values (dollars per student) of credit hours ,taken, 

by category 9 during time period t by students enrolled in :the College. 
I\ 

Then g(t) can be expressed as: 

I\ 

g(t) = (4.34) 

where {(t) and £(t) are the unit costs (dollars per student-credit-hour), 

respectively 9 of £(t) and £{t). CT and MT (credit hours) are the trans-

poses, respectively, of C and Min Equation 4.28. 

Before proceding further 9 the reader is referred to Equation 4.2 

which describes the student enrollment distribution of the College at 

time tin terms of the students continuing in the CoUege.from the pre-

vious time period 9 the enrollment. choices of new arrivals from off-

campus 9 and the enrollment .choices.of transfers from on-campus. Using 

the notation described in Equat:i'..cm 4.2 9 .let 

yrj<t) 
uij(t)sj(t-1) 

s 1(t) 
(4.35) 

v v .. (t)p. (t.;l) 
y .. (t) = l. J J 

l. J si(t) 
(4.36) 
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(4.37) 

represent, respectively, the proportions of students entering category i 

from category j of continuing students, arrivals from off-campus, and 

transfers from on-campus. Then the educational value imputed to a stu

dent in category i of the College during the tth time interval can be 

expressed as a weighted average of the values imputed to continuing stu-

dents who enter category i from other categories (or remain in category 

i), the values imputed to new arrivals from off-campus that enter cate-

gory i, and the values imputed to transfers from on-campus that enter 

category i. Added to this weighted average is the unit value of credit 

hours taken by catego:i;-y i students during the t th time period. The edu-

cation value imputed to a student in category i of the college is: 

N Nl N2 
~. (t)= Ly:1. ( t) ~ .· (t-1) ~LY:'. (t)p. (t-1) ~L yVf. (t)q. (t-1 )-..e. (t) • (4 .38) 

J. j=l J..J J. j=l J.J J .· j=l J.J J . J. 

The average imputed values for all i;tudent categorJ.es in the College is 

written as: 

where 

Yu(t) = [y~j (t)]NxN (4.40) 

Yv (t) = [y;j (t) JNxNl (4. 41) 

w w (4.42) y (t) = [ y i j ( t)]NxN2 
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and _i(t-1), .E_(t-1), and s_(t-1) represent, respectively, the values imp 

puted to students continuing in the College, arrivals from off-.campus, 

and transfers from on-campus measured at the end of time period (t-1). 

The components of l(t) are negative numbers representing unit costs 

of output of the student sector. Unit values of credit hours taken, im-

puted values of arrivals from off=ca:mpus, and imputed values of transfers 

from on=campus are positive numbers representing inputs to ,the student 

sector. 

Those categories in .e_(t=l) that represent imputed values of new 

high school graduates could be assigned zero valueso One might assume, 

initially, that the imputed values of the other arrivals from off-campus 

are the same as the corresponding values of students enrolled in the 

College. In order to determine f(t-1) 9 non=engineering academic areas 

must supply the imputed values of their students tq.at transfer into the 

College. 

From Equations 4.1 and 4.32, the state vector~ ~l (t), is obtained, 

ioe. 

-- [· ~(t) l ~l(t) 

! (t) ...1 2Nxl 

(4.43) 



CHAPTER V 

PRODUCTION SECTOR 

Introduction 

The model of the student sector developed in Chapter IV describes 

student demands for credit hours of instruction from the College. Stu

dent dema,nds for these credit hours a.re met by production units (schools) 

of the College. The word 11 production 11 is broadly inte.rpre.ted and does 

not imply that the College of Engineering is a production enterprise 

similar to a factory. However 3 the College of Engineering does. exist to 

render services and the fulfillment of these services is a definite form 

of productiono 

In addition to student demands for credit hours of instruction 9 the 

College is expected to meet more gene.ral demands for other services, 

such as sponsored research and public service. 

This chapter describes the model which has been formulated to simu

late the allocation of resources by the College to perform its three 

ma.in functions: instruction 9 research, and extension. 

The model allows simulation of the policies followed by the admin

istration in funding certain .operational activities. Model parameters 

describe 9 for example 9 such ratios as the FTE (full-time?equivalent) 

faculty (by rank) per student-credit-hour produced (by school and course 

level). The resource allocation policies are, theoretically, within the 

control of the administration. Presumably~ the mix of resources. results 

4-8 
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in high quality products. Quality of educational services or functions 

can be inferred. frQm such quantitative.factors as the ratio of students 

to faculty, square feet of classroom and laboratory fa<:ilities per stu-

dent, educational and general purpose funds available per student, etc. 

The development of a mathematical expression that relates quality to 

these factors is, however, beyond the scope of this :i;-esearch. 

The description of the production sector includes the unit costs of 

production determin,ed from the number of personnel: utilized, the object 

expenditures per Ume period, unit costs of personn,el, and the numbers 

of units produced. 

Because of the use of student· assistants and graduate assistants in 

the production sector, each school is considered to have 11 feedback loopsn 

fram the student pop.ulation through which part of the production require-

ment:; are supplied. 

The schools .of the College are described in terms of input-output 

models. 11 Input 11 refers to personnel effort, supply and equipment expen-

di tures, etc. 11output11 refers to student~credi t~hours produced, . man-

hours of research produced, etc. In the development that,follews, Ml 

production units (schools) are defined. 

The resources utilized within the schools in production during time 

.period t w:U 1 be described ne.xt. The vector 

(5.1) 

represents the number of FTE units of individual administrative effort 

utilized.in school j on sul;> ... function i during the tth time period. Each 

.entry a;j(t) corresponds to a single administrator employed by.school j. 

Faculty, staff, graduate assistant, and student assistant effort 
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(measured in FTE units) utilized in school j on sub-function i during 

the tth time period is similarly defined. Let 

ij 
= [f (t)] ·3 

m MJ xl 
(5 .2) 

represent faculty effort with Mj 3 factdty members identified; let 

(5.3) 

represent staff effort with Mj 4 staff members identified; let 

(5.4) 

·5 
represent graduate assistant effort with MJ gradu~te assistants identi-

fied; and let 

(5.5) 

represent student assistant effort with Mj 6 student assistants identi-

fied. It should again be noted that ea.ch entry of these vectors is 

identified with an individual employee. Thus 

6 "k 
) MJ = total number of individuals employed by school j. 
kr::2 

Now let 

~ij (t) = [eij(t)] . 
m J7 1 M x 

represent object expenditure.s (dc,llars) per time period~ with Mj? cate-

gories of object expenditures identified, expended by school j during 
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the tth t:Lme period. 

In the development that follows, the notation defined by Equations 

5.1 - 5.6 with consistent units will be used. However, the size of the 

vectors will later be changed in order to aggregate and superscripts on 

the vectors will change to indicate sub,.,functions, course levels, 

courses, activities, projects, etc. 

Instruction 

The credit hours of instruction demanded from the College by all 

students in the Universityare produced by the schools of the College. 

In the model, the number of student-credit-hours produced by a !;lchool at 

a particular course level is equivalent .to the student demand for in

struction from the school at the particuiar course level. While student 

demand is not the sole educational criterion for maintaining instruction 

in a school at a particular course level, it should ba one of the fac

tors considered by an institution in acting on proposals to expand (or 

restrict) course offerings. 

In the model, the function of instruction is broken down inta two 

sub-functions which are described as: 

1. The on-campus credit cot,irse. program 

2. Activities related to the on-campus inst:)'.'uctional program. 

In ,order to show individual employee effort and object expenditures 

.in the production of student-credit-hours in ~ach course, let the input

output model of the jth production unit (school) for the .on-campus credit 

course program be represented by Equation 5.7o 

The superscripts 1 and j.on the inpqts denote, respectively, on

campus credit course program and school j. The superscripts on the 
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input-ou.tput matrices, from.left to right, denote on-campus credit course 

program, school j, course l_evel and course (N jk' ~l, ••• , 6 . courses are 

identified in school j at course level. k). For the output vectors, the 

superscripts from left to right denote school j, course level:1_and 

course. There are Mj 2 components in .the vector !lj(t) and each component 

represents the FTE effort of an individ~al administrator in school j in· 

valved in the on-c:ampus credit course program. S.imilarly~ there are Mj 3 , 

Mj 4 , MjS, and Mj 6 individuals identified, respectively, i~ the .vec.tors 

l. 1' 1. 1 · 
!_ J(t), !. J(t), .s, J(t), and~ J(t) and each component of these vectors 

represents the FTE eff9rt of; an individual. 
·7 

MJ categori.es of. object 

expenditures are identified iQ ~lj(t). 

The input-output IJ].atrices. AljkNjk, /jkNjk, RljkNj\ GljkNjk, and 

ljkNjk 
P · are measured in· FTE units per studen.t-credit-hour produced, 

ljkNjk 
whereas, E has the units of dollars per studentdcredit-hour pro-

duced. · 

·11 
The typical entry cJ (t) of the output vector rep.resents the num-

ber of student-credit-hours produced in school j, course level 1, course 

Eq1,1ation.5.7 can also be written in the more compact for111-~ 
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lj61 lj 6N j6 s O O .. s 

jlN. . 
<C Jl(t) 

j2Nj2 
c (t) 

j6N j6 
c (t) 

L 

(5.8) 
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.8-ljkN jk ljkN 'k ljkN 'k ljkN "k T = [A J ,F J , ••• , E J] 

and T denotes the transpose. 

Administrators concerned with undesirable course proliferation might 

desire to determine student-credit-hour costs for individual courses. 

These costs can be expressed directly in terms of the cost of the re~ 

sources utilized. The costs per student~credit-hour in school j for 

each ,individual cou;rse h written as: 

T 

~jll (t) 

I 
I 

~j2l(t) 

j2N. 2 
~ J (t) 

1 j 11 1 HN jl I 1 j 21 . 1 j 2N j 2 I I 1 j 61 1 j 6N j 6 s ... s s ... s .... s ... s = 

N• fl (t) 

!j(t) 

:s_'] (t) 

~j(t) 

!j(t) 

(5. 9) 
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·11 
where, for e;xa:mple, the ent:ry ~J (t:) represent:s t:he unit: cost (dollars 

per student-credit-hour) in school j, course level 1, and course l; 

!j(t), fj(t), _!j(t), &j(t), and ~j(t) are the unit costs (dollars per 

FTE), respectively of individuai employees identified in school j; ij(t) 

is a vector of 11 s (dimensionless), i.e. 

(5.10) 

and the input~output matrices are those defined in Equation 5.8. 

Since the student-credit-ho~r costs described by Equation 5.9 are 

output.costs of the production sector, the values are defined to be neg-

ative. Note that the total cost of producing all student~credit-hours 

in school j during time.period t can be determined easily from the sca,lar 

(inner) product 

T 

~jlN jl (t) 

~j2l (t) 

.. 
• 'Ii'> .... - ..,. 

cj61 (t:) ~j6l(t) 

. 
j6N j6 

c (t) 
,.. j6N j6 
c . (t) 
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It follows that the total. administrative, faculty, staff, graduate 

assistant, and student assistant costs may be determined in a similar 
1. ,v' 

manner, e.g., the scalar product off J(t) and fJ(t) determines the total 

cost of faculty utilized in the on-c;:ampus credit cot.Jrse program of school 

j during time period t• The total cost for object expenditures fqr the 

on-campus credit course program of school j during time period tis 

determined by summing the column entries of ~lj(t), defined by Equq.tion 

A computer program has been written to demonstrate the method of 

calculating input vectors and student-credit~hour costs for individual 

courses indicated by Equations. 5.7and 5.9. A description of this pro-

gram and a listing are given in the Appendix. 

In many cases administrators, faculty, staff,. and employed students 

devote man-hours to activities related to the instructional program but 

not directly in support of a specific course or course level. Such ac-

tivities include meetings, committee work 9 general student advisement 

and correspondence. To properly allocate such personnel effort and cer-

tain related object expenditures in school j, the following system of 

equations is proposed: 
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2' 
~ J(t) A2jl A4jMj bjl (t) 

!..2j(t) F2jl 
2jM. 

F J 

E.2j(t) R2jl 2jM. 
R J 

Resources 
.s.2j(t) 

= 
G2jl 2jM. 

G J 
Activities (5.11) 

~2j(t) p2Jl 
2jM. 

p J 

2· 
~ J(t) E2jl 2jM. 

E J 
jM. 

b J (t) 
) 

'-----v------' __ _) 
~ 

Inputs Input-Output Outputs 
MatricEFs 

where the superscripts 2 and j denote, respectivety, those miscellaneous 

a.ctivities related to on-campus. instruction and school j. The third 

superscript, 1, 2, ••• , ~ j denotes that there are M j types of miscellan

eous activities in school j. 1he typical entry bJ 1 (t) represents the 

man=hours devoted to M. types of activities in school j during the tth . J 

time period. Note that Equation 5.11 is of the same form as Equation 

5.7. The primary difference lies in the dist:1.nction of course levels in 

Equation 5.7 which requires an.additional superscript. 

In terms of the resource\S utilized and resourc.e costs, the unit 

costs of producing man~hours of effort for activities related to the on-

campus instruction program in school j during time period tare: 
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T 
·1 2·1 2jMj 

tj(t) bJ (t) A J A 

== 2·1 F J 
2jM· 

F J fj(t) 
(5.12) 

jM· b J(t) 2·1 2jM · ,vj R J R J !. ( t) 

2·1 G J 
2jM · 

G J &j(t) 

2·1 p J 2jM · ,.._,j p J ~- (t) 

2·1 E J 
2jM · E . J .!.j (t) 

where the above input-output matrices are tp.ose desc+ibed i-q Equation 

5.11, T again denotes transpose and the vector on the right hand side is 

that described in Equation 5.9. 

Research 

Research.projects in the College of Engineering are intended to 

promote or strengthen the educational program. The faculty members in 

the College of Enginee.ring have pri.mary responsibility for the research 

project activity and are assisted by underg~aduate and graduate students. 

In the model, two types of research activities are identified: in.,. 

stitutional (organized) researchf funded from University sauces, and 

sponsored research, funded from external sources, such as individuals, 

industrial organizations, and agencies of the government. It is possible 
I 

to identify three types of sponsored res.earch, i.e. gifts, contracts, or 

grants; however, this distinction is not ma.de in-the proposed model. 

Most research effort of personnel in the College of Engineering is 

conducted through the Office of Engineering Research whose support 
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functions include physicijl preparation o{ proposals in collaboration 

with the faculty; budget cilcuiations; supmission of the proposal to 

potential sponsors; support of the faculty m,ember in preliminary confer-

ences; accounting and billing for awarded contracts, maintenance of cen-

tral file.for all Engineering Research efforts, both sponsored and in-

stitutional, etc. 

The ~quations already developed in this chapter have established a 

pattern that can be adapted to the research function. The.refore, the 

input-output models and µnit costs of production for research as well as 

extension and pub.lie service will be described in terms of the equat;i.ons 

already developed. 

For institutional resea:i:-ch, the input-output model for school j, 

~11 projects, is obtained by stibstituting superscript 3 .for superscript 

2, the letter h for b, and Pj for Mj in Equation 5.11. The superscripts 

now denote, respectively, institutional research,. school j, and project. 

Pj individual institutional research projects are identified.in school j 

during the tth time period. The units of measurement for research pro-

duction presents a problem. Russell (lti>) observes that it is difficult 

to define appropriate units for. research production. He further indi-

.cates. that rese.arch production seems to be in units that are incommen ... 

surable. However, the.production unit selected in this dissertation is 

man-hours of effort because of the direct relation.ship between personnel 

expenditures for research and the man-hours of effort of personnel en

·gaged in research ac.tivities. Therefore, ;the typical entry hj 1(t) de-

notes the man~hours of institutional research effort produced in school 

j on project. l during the tth time interval. Selection of a llbest" pro .. 

duction unit (if tndeed, one exists) is beyond the scope .of this 
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dissertation, but does indicate an area in which further investigation 

by others might prove fruitful. 

The equation for unit costs of man-hours of institutional research 

prod1,1ced in school j on all projects during time period tis obtained by 

making the same substitutions described for Equation 5.11 :l.n Equation 

s.12. 

The development for sponsored research is similar to that just des-

cribed for institutional research. Let Q. denote the number of sponsored 
J 

research projects in school j during time period t. Then the equations 

for sponsored research are obtained by substituting superscript 4 for 

superscript 3, m for h, Qj for Pj, and t;.he word 11 sponsoredH for the word 

11 institutiona1 11 in the word description above describing how the equa-

tions for institutional research are obtained. 

Extension and Public Service 

Most extension and public service effort of personnel in the College 

of Engineering.is.conducted through the Engineering and Industrial Ex-

tension Division. Extension programs are specifically designed for in-

·dividuals who are not able to participate in the regular campus educa-

tional activities on a full-time basis. 

Extension and public service is broken down into three sub-

functions, which are described as: 

lo The on-campus non-credit program 

2. The off .,;,camp1,1s credit course program 

3. The off-campus non-credit course program. 

The on=ca:mpus non-credit program consists of short courses, conferences, 

semina.rs, institutes, meetings, workshops~ etc. The off-campus.credit 
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course program is concerned primarily with a Master's degree program 

that is a joint endeavor of Oklahoma S.tate University, the University of 

Tulsa, and the University of Oklahoma. The off-campus non-credit course 

prograin denotes contract courses taught to employees of companies or 

agencies at their request. 

Extension.and public service activities impose demands upon the re-

sources of the College. The resources allocated to meet these demands 

and the unit costs. of production are described by equations that are 

-
similar to those previous.ly .described in this chapter for. instruction 

and researcp. Therefore, a word description.will be-used to outline the 

equations for the three sub ... functions that constitute extension and pub-: 

lie service. 

Three equations of the form of Equation 5.11 result from the sub-

stitutions described next. The fJ.rst equation res1,1lts from making all 

the substitutions listed first in the series of three, .the second equa-

tion results from making all the substitutions listed second :i,n the ser-

ies of three, etc. In Equation 5.11, let the superscripts 5, 6, and 7 

(replaGing superscript 2) denote, respectively, the on ... campus non-credit 

prog.ra:m, the off-campus credit co1,1rse program, and the off -ca:mpus non-

credit course program. Let the superscr:i.pt j denote school j, and let 

the third superscript denote activity, course,.and ~ourse 9 respectively, 

for the· on 00 campus non-credit program, the off-campus credit course pro-

gram, and the off-campus non-credit course program. For b substitute n, 

w, and y to denote, respectively, t·he number of man ... hours of training 

produced (on-campus non-credit program), the number of student .. credit;.. 

hours praduced (off ... campus cred:i,t. course program)~ and the number of 

ma.n=hours ef training produced (off ... campus non-credit course program). 
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Also, for Mj 9 substitute, respectively~ Rjj Sj, and Tj to denote the 

number of on-campus non~creditactivities, off-campus credit courses, 

and off-campus non-credit courses. 

·1 
As an example 9 the entry nJ (t) denotes the number of man-hours of 

training produced in school j, activity 1 for the on-campus.non-credit 

program during time period t. Note that the man-hours of training pro ... 

duced for the non-credit extension programs is not man-hours of effort 

produced~ as was the case for research. To illustrate~ a. 4 hour confer-

ence with an enrollment of 20 will produce 80 man-hours of training 

regardless of the man-hours of teaching effort involved. 

The equations for unit costs for the three sub-functions of exte.n-

sion and public servite are obtained from making those substitutions 

described above into Equation 5.12. 

All Functions 

The development in the preceding sections of this chapter describes 

each function (or sttb-function) of the schools separately. Consequently, 

the input~output characteristics for each function or sub-function can 

be evaluated and simulated individually. However, a more general case 

is to consider the input-output characteristics of each school for all 

functions. It is desirable, at this point, to aggregate the model in 

order to keep the size of the model. within manageable proportions. 

To illustrate the changes made in the model, examples of aggregation 

will be given for instruction. The. procedure for research and extension 

should be evident from these examples. 

The first step in aggregation for the on-campus credit course pro= 

gram is to diminish the size of personnel input vectors by pLscing all 
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individuals :i,nto the following categories. · Administrators are identi-

fied according to Pl types, faculty are identified according to P2 ranks, 

staff are identified according to P3 types, graduate assistants are 

identified according to P4 types, and student assistants are identified 

according to P5 types. The object expenditures vector is not diminished. 

For illustration purposes, possible types of school administrators 

are heads of schooh, administrative assistants, and research adminis-

trator~. Four possible faculty ranks are professor, .asso¢iate professor, 

assistant professor, .and instruc.tor. Three possible types of .school 

staff are secretaries, technicians, and research personnei. Two possible 

types.of graduate and student assistants are teaching assistants and 

research assistants. Examples of object expenditures are given in 

Chapter III. 

Using Equation 5.7 as a guide, the personne! input vectors are now 

diminished. For example, individual faculty member effort is now aggre .. 

gated according to faculty ranks. The student~credit-hours produced in 

. individual courses is aggregated into student=credit=hours produced by 

course level. This. is achieved by summing. the student-credit-hours pro-

duced in the Njk courses. at course level k, i.e. 

Njk 

jk( .) ~ jkn( ) c t =L_c t (5.13) 
. .n=l 

The FTE 1 s or object expenditures per SCH (student-credit~hour), by 

level are determined from the input-output matrices of Eq1,1ation 5.11, 

and the res~lting eq4ation is written as 
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!.lj(t) 
1 ·1 1 '6 ·1 1. 

[£\t)] A J ... A J CJ (t) A J 

flj (t) ljl 1 '6 1. 
F ... F J F J 

-, 

1. 1 ·1 1 '6 1 . 
!. J(t) R J ... R J R J 

1. 
.8. J(t) 

= ljl 1 '6 G J = 1 . 
G .J 

(5.14) 
G 

E.lj (t) 1 'l p J 1 '6 p J 1. p J 

.!.lj (t) ljl lj6 cj 6(t) ij E ... E 

Since personnel have been aggregated, the unit costs of personnel 

·must be aggregated and now represent average unit costs •. A 11 hat" will 

be used on these vectors to indicate this charige. It follows from 

Equation 5.14 that SCH costs by course level tnay be represented as: 

'.( 
Aj 
.£ (t) = - ,!\ 1 j £.1\t) 

Flj 1lj(t) 

Rlj 11\t) 

Glj ilj(t) 
(5.15) 

1. p J ~lj(t) 
1. . j E J l. (t) 

Aggregationof personnel and unit costs of personnel a:i;-e the only 

steps reci,uired for activities related to the on-campus instructional 

program. This procedure is identical to that just described for the on ... 

campus credit.course prograIII.. The input-output model for school j is 

then written as: 
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!!.2 j ( t) A2jl 
2jM. 

A J bj 1 (t) A2j [~j(t)] 

i2j (t) F2jl 2jM. 2' ... F J F J 

2' R2jl 2jMj R2j !. J (t) •• 0 R 

2. = G2jl 
2jM, = G2j 

(5.16) 
.& J(t) J ... G 

2. p2jl 2jM· p2j ~ J(t) • 0 • 
p J 

·2. ljl 
2jM, jM. E2j ~ J(t) 

. J b J(t) ... E 

From Equation 5.16, it follows that the unit costs of producing 

man-hours of effort for activities related t;o the on-campus instruction 

program are: 

T 
Aj 
E. (t) = - A2j 12j(t) 

F2j 112. i J (t). 

R2j . !.2j (t) 

G2j i2j(t) 
(5 .17) 

p2j ~2j(t) 

E2j ij (t) 
,-

..J 

The input-output models and unit cost eqt.iations f.or the remaining 

five sub-functions are developed in a fashion similar t;o that just des-

cribed. Thus, the input-output model of school j for all functions can 

be represented as: 
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~\t) Alj A2j A3j 4· A J 5· A J 6' A J 
7. 

A J E.j (t) 

r\t) 
1 . 

F J 2· F J F3j F4j 5· F J F6j 7· 
F J .!?.j (t;) 

. ' 1. R2j 3· 
!.J (t) R J R J . 4j 5· 6. 7· 

~j (t) R R J R J R J 

.s.j (t) 
= Glj G2j . G3j 4· G5j G6j G7 j ~j (t) 

(5.18) 
G J 

~j(t) plj p2j p3j p4j p5j p6j p 7j 
~j(t~ 

~j(t) Elj E2j E3j E4j E5j E6j E7j !?.j (t) 

x\t) 

Also, in terms of the re!:iources utilized and resource costs, the 

unit costs of production for all functions in school J during time per· 

iod tare: 

IT 

fj(t) Alj A2j A3j A4j A5j A6j A7 j 
I 

ij(t) 

ij(t) Flj F2j F3j F4j F5j F6j F7 j fj(t) 

.hj (t) Rlj R2j R3j 4' R J R5j R6j 7. 
R J E_\t) 

~j(t) 
= 1 . G2j G3j 4· 5· G6j G7j _aj(t) G J G J G J (5 .19) 

_aJ (t) plj 2. 
p J 3' p J p 4j l:>5 j 6' p J 7. 

p J !j(t) 

!j(t) Elj iJ 3· E J 4' E J E5j E6j 7. 
E J .!.j <t) I 

ij (t) 
_j . 

In Equations 5 .18 and 5 .19, the superscript j t;ienotes, school j and 

the superscripts, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7 denote, respectively, the on-
. I 

campus credit course program, activities related to the on-campus in'.'" 

structional program~ institutional research, sponsored research, the on= 

campus non.,.credit program, the off ... campus credit course program, and the 

off~campus non=credit course program. 
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The left-hand-side of Equ~tion 5.18 can be determined directly from 

the data base. It is also possible to determine these vectors from: 

~j(t) 
k .. 
~ J(t) 

fj(t) Ikj<t) 

!j(t) =1: 
!.kj (t) . 

.8,j (t) 
k' (5.20) 

k:::.l · .a J (t) 

~j (t) ~kj(t) 

~j(t) 
k' 
~ J(t) 

where the right-hand-side of Equation 5.20 denotes a summation of co:r:-

respondin8 vectors~ Superscripts k and j denote, respectively~ sub· 

function k and school j. 

In .Equation s.19, ~j(t), tj(t), Ej(t), aj(t), and tj(t) are the av

er age unit costs, re~pectively, of ~j(t)~ fj(t), !_j(t), .s,j(t), and ~j(tS. 

These average costs can be determined directly from the data base. 

At this point it is desirable to show how the total budget for per-

sonnel and object expenditures of each school can be determined. The 

inner product 

T 

.e,\t) £\t) 

£j(t) 1j(t) 

E,j(t) 1j (t) 

~j(t) "j 
~ (t) 

E_j(t) £j(t) 

~j(t) ~j(t) 

xj<t) xj<t) 
L 
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establisp.es the total cost fo~ all sub.-functions and .thus .the tota,l pud

get of school j for the tth time period. Another way to determine the 

total budget is from the inner product 

r 
~j(t) 

..... 
~J (t) 

!_j(t) fj(t) 

E.j(t) ij(t) 

_g_j(t) A.j<t) 

.!:!j (t) Q,j (t) 

~j (t) ij(t) 

The input ... output model of the College follows from the input-output 

models of the schools in the College. The input-output model of the 

College, considering •11 schools and all functions, is represented as: 

!!:_(t) Al A2 A3 A4 A~ A6 A7 .£ (t) 

!.. (t) Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 1"6 F7 .E_(t) 

E_(t) Rl R2 R3 R4 R5 R 
6 R7 E,(t) 

= 
Gl G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 

(5 .,21) 
.a (t) ~(t) 

E_(t) pl p2 p3 p4 p 5 p6 p7 .!!(t) 

~(t) El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 ~(t) . 

_y(t) 

Also, in terms of the res9urces utilized and resource costs, the 

unit costs of production for all functions in the College during time 

period tare: 
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'l' 
I\ Al A2 A3 A4 AS A6 A7 " ( ) £(t) a· t 

" Fl F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 " .. .!2_(t) f'( t) 

" Rl R2 R3 R4 E. (t) RS R6 R7 " E,(t) . 
= .... 

" Gl G2. G3 G4 GS G6 G7 i<t) 
(5.22) 

~(t) 
,. 
g(t) pl p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 /\ 

~(t) 

II 
~(t) El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 !(t) 

A. 
z(t) 

,...! 

In Equations 5.21 and 5.22, the sµperscripts, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 

7 denote, resrectively, the sub-functions described in Equations 5.19 

and 5.20. The vector _!(t) is defined as: 

1 
~ (t) 

§;.2 ( t) 

Ml ( ) a . t 

(5.23) 

Le. ~(tf is comprised of the vectors _!j(t) for the Ml schools of the 

College. The other vectors appearing on the right and left-hand-sides 

of Equationi;, 5.21 and 5.22 are similarly defined. 



CH;APTER VI 

THE COLLEGE SYSTEM MODEL 

Introduction 

The model of the student sector developed in Chapter IV and the 

model of the produetion sector developed in Chapter V are unconstrained 

models. That is, the in,put .. output characteristics of each sector ·model 

may be simulated independently by providing the appropriate input data. 

However, simultaneous operation of both sectors as an integral unit im

plies that constraints must be imposed. ThesE:} constraints are easily 

identified in terms of the common variables appearing in the models of 

the student and production sectors. 

It is clear that the graduate and student assistantships, denote~ 

by g(t) and £(t), respectively, in th~ student sector model Equation 

4.13, are identical to those qtiantities utilized in the productiori sec

tor model Equation 5.21. Furthermore, the student .. credit-hours demanded, 

denoted bt £(t) in Equation 4.20, correspond to the student~credit-h6urs 

produced in Equation 5.21. Finally, the unit costs of the student

credit-hours demanded, denoted by..£_(t).in Eq\lation 4.39, are considered 

to be the negative of the unit values 9f ·the.student-credit-hours pro

duc.ed in the production sector model Equation 5.22. This constraint .is 

consistent with the convention that unit costs of inputs are positive 

while unit costs of o\ltpuis are negative. 

71 
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Combining the Sector Models 

The College.system model is establh;hed by replacing the constraint 

variables in the sector models with equivalent relationships. 

The equation describing the student enrollment distribution of the 

College is obtained by making the following substitutions into Equation 

4.13, which is repeated here for convenience: 

!.(t) = T(t)!_(t-1) + Q(t).E_(t-1) -h X(t)s(t-1) + ll_g,(t) + J~(t) • (6 .1) 

First ~(t) and ~(t) are replaced by t~eir equivalents from Equation s.21. 

Then applying Equ~tion 4.20 to the result and solving for !.(t) yields: 

where 

B-l = (I - HG 1c .,. JP1C)-l 

B1 = (HG1~ + JP1~) 

B2 = (HG2 + JP2) 

B3 

B4 

BS 

B6 

B7 

= 

= 
:;::: 

= 

= 

(HG3 +.· JP3 ) 

(HG4: + JP4) 

(HGS + JPS) 

(HG6 + JP6) 

(HG7 + JP7) 

(6.2) 

(6.3a) 

(6.3b) 

(6 .3c) 

(6.3d) 

(6.3e) 

(6.3f) 

(6 .3g) 

(6.3h) 

Note that I denotes the identity ·matrix in Equation 6.3a and B-l denotes 

matrix inverse. The supers~ripts 1 through 7 appearing on certain 
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matrices in Equations 6.2 and 6.3a-6.3h denote sub-functions (not 

powers). 

For a fixed set of operating policies, any :tncre~se :1-n demands for 

services provided by the College results in an increased demand for stu-

dent and graduate assistant effort. An increase in the number of student 

and graduate assistants raises student enrollment and creates an addi-

tional demand for credit hours of instruction. This interdependence is 

described explicitly in Equation 6.2. 

The equation describing the average imputed values of students in 

the College is obtained by making the following substitut:i.ons into Equa ... 

tion 4.39i, which is repeated here for convenience: 

/\ U A V ii W I\ TA T11 
~(t) ~ Y (t)~(t-1) - Y (t)E(t-1) - Y (t)g(t-1) - C £(t) - M ~(t) • (6.4) 

First ~(t) is replaced by -£(t), accounting for the change in sign from 

iriput to output cost. 
,. 

Then the expression for £(t) obtained from Equa-

tion 5.22 is utilized, giving: 

II U ii V A W /\ 
~(t) = Y (t)~(t-1) - Y (t)E(t-1) - Y (t)g(t-1) 

(6.5) 
T 1T 1T 1T 1T 1T 1T 

9C [A F R G P E ] !(t) 
T,. 

- M ~(t) 
,.. 
!_(t} 

A 
E(t) 

i<t) 
A 
1;,(t) 

.!_(t) 

An examination of Equation 6.5 show~ the dependency of the imputed 

student values upon the cost of the personnel r~sources and object 
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expenditures all9cated in the production sector for credit hours of in-

struction. 

Administration, faculty, and staff effort plus object expenditures 

for all production in the College, obtained from Equation 5.21 is: 

~(t) Al A2 A3 A4 A';,_ A6 A7 £(t) 

!. (t) Fl F2 F3 F4 . 5 
F F6 F7 .!?.(t) 

;:::: 

Rl R2 R3 . 4 R5 6 R7 
(6.6) 

. E_(t) R R _h(t) 

~(t) El E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 !(t) 

E_(t) 

~(t) 

_x(t) 

Using Equation 4.20 in Equation 6.6 yields: 

~(t) A1c .! (t)+ A \p '.!(t)+ A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 A7 E.(t) 

!. (t) F1C Fl~ . 2 ,F3 . 4 F5 6 F7 _h(t? F F F 
= 

R1C Rl~ R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 I (6 ._7) 
E.(t) !!!<d 

!(t) E1C El~ E2 E3 E 4 E5 E6 E7 E.(t) 

-~(t) 

_x(t) 

. . . 

Equation 6.7 shows explicitly that for a fixed set of operating policiel:i, 

any increase of either the number of College students, _!(t), or the num-

ber of non ... en,gine.ering students, ~(t) ~ results in an increased demand 

for administrative, faculty, and staff effort as well as object expend= 

itures. 
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'From Equation 5.22, the eque,t'ion for unit costs of production for 

activities related to the on-campus inst;:ruction program, institutional 

research, sponsored research, the on·campus non .. credit program, the aff ... 

campus credit course progra:m, and the off-campus non ... credit course pro-

gram is: 

T 

" A2 A~ 4 A5 A6 A7 !_(t) E,(t) A 

" F2 F3 'F4 ' 5 F6 F7 " ~(t) F !. (t) 

A R2 R3 R4 R5 6 R7 " !!!_(t) R !_(t) 
= G2 G3 G4 GS G6 G7 

(6 .8) 
A<t) 

A 
.& (t) 

" ' !:!:(t) p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 p7 ·A 
~(t) 

l<t) E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 .!,(t;) 

Equation 6.8 describes the unit casts of production.for all ser-

vices provided except the on~campus credit COUITse program. At; present, 

none-of the unit costs described in Equation 6.8 are included in the 

equation for average imputed values of students given by Equation 6.5. 

II 
.However, those components of !(t) that deno.te unit costs for student 

advisement could be included in Equation 6.5 if desired. 

The Inverse Matrix 

In Equation 6.2, the inverse of the matrix B, defined by Equation 

6.3a, is required in solving for ~(t). If the matrix Bis singi.ilar, B-l 

does not exist and one cannot expre~s ~(t) as shown in &quation 6.2. 

However, it will be shown that if certain conditions are satisfied, then 

the inverse will. always exist. 

Let 
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.. (6. 9) 

The entry aij represents the ratio obtained by dividing the number of 

College students enrolled in category i that are utilized as graduate 

and/or student assistants in producing credit hours of instruction for 

College students enrolled in category j by the total number of students 

enrolled in category j. Therefore, if it is assumed that in each student 

category, the number of graduate and/or student assistants utilized in 

producing credit hours of instruction foi all student categories is less 

than the smallest student enrollment in any category and if it is also 

assumed that the number of graduate and/or student assistants utiliz~d 

in each student category is less than the student enrollment in any cate-

·· gory, then the entries a .. satisfy the following two conditions, respec-
1. J 

tively: 

and 

~ 
O < '::> a,. < 1 , 

- L._. l.J 
j=l 

i=l, ••• ,N 

0 < a .. < 1 , 
- l.J : 

i=l , ••• ,N; j=l, ••• ,N 

(6.10) 

(6 .11) 

Theorem 6.1. Given the matrix A= [aijJNxN satisfying conditions 

6.10 and 6.11, each eigenvalue of A is.modulus less than 1. 

Proof. Let A be an eigenvalue of A and let _! = [X1 , ••• ,Xm, ••• ,XN]T 

be a corresponding eigenvector with lxml the magnitude of the largest 

entry. Clearly jxml ~ O. Then, since A_!= A_!, 

N 

AX =L ~-X· m . 1 J J 
J= 

(6.12) 



Taking the absolute value of both sides of Equation 6.12 gives 

A.Xm 
N 

;:::: ~ amjxj 
J=l 

Using the triangle inequality, 

which is equivalent to 

Therefore, 

N 

~L 
j==l 

N 
A. < ~ a • 

~ j=l mJ 

IA.I ~ ~ lamjl 
j=l 

so that IA.I < 1 in view of conditions 6.10 and 6.11. 
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The following two theorems, 1?,tated without prpof (17,18) establish 

the existence of B-l == (I - A)= 1 and the non .. negat;i.vity of its entries •. 

Theorem g. An --,.O as n --+OQ if and only if each eigenvalue of A 

is of modulus less than 1. 

In Theorem 6.2, An denotes the nth power of A. 

Theorem 6.3. In order that the series 
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2 n 
I+A+A + ••• +A+ 

converge, it is necessary and sufficient that An-. 0 as n -i>ex>. In such 

-1 
a c;:ase the sum of the series equals (I - A) • 

Combining the results of Theorems 6.1, 6.2, cl,nd 6.3, it is first of 

-1 all clear that B defined by Equation 6,3a will always exist i:f: condi-

tions 6.10 and 6.11 are satisfied. Furthermore, it can be seen from 

Equation 6.2 that for ~(t) to exhibit positive entrfes, all entries of 

-1 ' 
B must be positive. 



CHAPTER VII 

DA!A BASE REQUIREMENTS 

Introduction 

The model of the College formulated in Chapters IV, V, and VI re

quires specific types of data for implementation. Bowever, a data base 

in the form suitable for total implementc1,tion of the modei does not e~ist 

at present. The accuracy of any model depends upon an accurat;e and ade~ 

quate data base from which the parameters in the model can be evaluated. 

It is hoped that in the near future, an adequate data base will be devel

oped. In the meantime, simulation efforts must be ba..sed upon skeleton 

information and hypothetical data in order to demonstrate the model" 

Insofar as this model is concerned, the data base should be central

ized~ coordinated~ and computerized. This should eliminate duplication 

of data collection and provide detailed information concerning the oper

ation of the College with provisions to insure against use by unauthor

ized persons. Data acquisitions should be synchronized in time, data 

should be 4pdated periodically, and a standard code should be used. 

One specific objective of this study was to establish and define 

the data base requirements for a system model of the College. The very 

first step in this investigation was to confer with school, College, and 

University officials and administrators in order to determine the present 

data base and to ascertain their future plans in this area. After in

formation on the present data base and future data base plans were 

79 
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obtained, the model described ln this dissertation was formulated. Thus, 

the model describing the College was influenced by and is compatible 

with the data base available. 

The University has in existence now a reasonably complete data base 

on students as well as faculty and staff. The file on faculty and staff 

contains information taken from the !!Request for Personnel Actionn form. 

This file also contain!:; information taken from a,pplication forms filled 

out by fact,1lty and staff members. 

The student file contains information taken from class card records 

and other records completed by students in the registration process. 

Additional steps are being taken to make both files more complete. With 

respect to these files, data for the current semester are stored on discs 

and then placed on magnetic tape when they are no longer current. 

The University receives a large number of requests for information 

concerning various aspects of University operation from other colleges 

and universities, government agencies, boards of regents, legislative 

committees, boards of accreditation, etc. An adequate computerized data 

base should be able to meet these requests with the proper data supplied 

quickly, conveniently, and accurately. 

At the present time, a survey is being made concerning the nature 

of records to be kept in a computer-based information system. It.is 

anticipated that data will be stored on disc files allowing random access 

call-out. Also, inactive files will be pulled off disc storage and 

stored on magnetic tape. 

Since one objective of this research is to define the data base re

quired to implement the mathematical model of the College of Engineer~ 

ing, it is hoped that the requirements specified for the College will 



aid or influence University administrators in their determination of 

records that should be kept for the University. 

Specific Data Needed 
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A logical progression in developing the data base for the model is 

to first consider the specific data requirements for each of the indi

vidual sectors. The information needed for the student sector is re

ferred to as the 11 Student Master Record". For evaluation of Equation 

4.13~ it is essential that the following data be provided: 

1. The school and student level of each student enrolled in the 

College during a given semester. The categories of !!Engineer

ing Freshman11 and 11 Engineering Sophomore" are used .to describe 

College students who have not yet declared their majors. Also, 

the category ''Engineering Special" describes those students 

who are not candidates for a degree. 

2. The enrollment status of each student for the previous semester. 

Arrivals from off-campus ,;1re categorized as new high school 

graduates 9 transfers from another college or university, and 

readmission students. Transfers from on=campus are classified 

according to origins of transfers. In addition, it is necessary 

to identify those students continuing in the College from the 

previous semester. 

3. Identification of those students awarded graduate and stude.nt 

.assistantships and the full=time-equivalent of each assistant

ship. 

Some of the information required for evaiuation of Equation 4.13 is 

available .from the "Registration Permitll. This permit contains 
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information concerning the student's college, classification (Freshman, 

Sophomore, Junior 9 Senior, Masters, Doctors, and Special), and major. 

Since some schoolis of the College offer more tha,n.one major, the majors 

offered in each school would have to be identified to determine the 

school and student level of each student in the College from this record. 

The registration permit also contains coded information that tells 

whether an individual is a1recent high school graduate, transfer student, 

readmission student 9 or a continuing student. 

Another source of information that could be used to partially imple

ment Equation 4.13 is the 11college of Engineering Information Sheet11 • 

In fact, with several additional questions added to this sheet, it would 

be relatively easy to collect the necessary data from this form. Simply 

query the students concerning their student levels (identifying 11specialn 

students), the enrollment status of each student for the previous semes

ter, and identify those students awarded graduate and student assistant

ships and the fullatime eqtlivalent of each assistantship. 

If the 11 Student Master Record 11 is to be updated during the semester, 

the.llCollege Transfer Permit 11 and 11curriculum (or Department) Transfer 

Permit 11 could be used to determine 9 respectively, the number of students· 

transferring into and out of the College and the number of students 

changing school within the College. Students changing from undergradu

ate to graduate status should also list the name of the college into 

which they are transferring. Describing a stuclent as being enrolled in· 

the Graduate College is not descriptive enough. , 

In order to implement Equation 4.17, the reason(s) for a student's 

departure must be ~nown. If a student graduates, this information should 

be indicated in the llStt,ident ]:,faster Recordu. At the present time, about 
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the only means of determining if a student has graduated is to look at· 

official records after graduation .cer~onies have been conducted. If a 

student departs the College and re~enrolls in another college in the 

University, this1information could be determined from the College Trans ... 

fer Permit. Also, if a student off,icially withdraws from the Colhge, 

thi$ information is available from the Registrar. However, no list is 

maintained for unofficial withdrawals. 

The data required to implement Equations 4.20 and 4.25 co\,lld be ob-

tained from several sources. Student enrollment data for the College 

and for non-engineering students could be obtained from registration 

permits. The credit hours taken by students enrolled in va·rious colleges 

of the University could be obtained from class cards. The Office of In-

stitutional Research will have class card data on magnetic tape for elev-

en previous semesters at the end of the Spring semester, 1969. Thus, 

credit hours taken during previous semesters could also be calculated. 

The data requirements for Equation 4.39 have already been described 

in Chapter IV. The unit co·sts of student=credit-hours demanded from the 

A college, ~(t), is determined in the production sector. However, unit 

'costs of student-credit=hours demanded from non-engineering academic 

units, !(t), will have to be sµpplied by non-engineering academic units 

The data base required to implement the production sector will now 

·be described. The equations describing the characteristics of the pro .. 

duction sector have a similar form for the seven sub ... functions defined 

in Chapter v. Thus, it should be clear that the data needed to evaluate 

the equations describing one sub-functian will be·ve:ty similar in form 

ta the data needed to evaluate all sub~functions~ 

Equation 5.7 requires that individual administrative, faculty, 
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staff, graduate assistant, and student assistant effort as well as object 

expenditures be determined for each course offered by a given school in 

the College for each semester. Faculty, graduate assistant, and studen.t 

assistant effort can be determined from records kept by the individual 

schools. Certain object expenditures might also be determined. For 

example, the University Computer Center maintains rather extensive rec-

ords on use of the 360 Mod 50 computer and charges could be made to in-

dividual courses. An estimate of costs attributed to individual courses 

could be made for the 1620 computer located in Engineering South. Class 

cards contain information on the time and place of each class meeting"• 

Thus a use charge could be made for room usage. 

If an administrator or staff.member teaches a particular course, he 

could estimate his effort. However, administrative and staff effort and 

object expenditures are. primarily indirect efforts or expenses that must 
! 

be distributed to individual courses on some equitable basis if school 

expenses for each course are to be determined. 

Records are not kept on object expenditures for each course. In 

fact, certain object expenditures for instruction and institutional re-

search are lumped together at present. 

The cost of developing and maintaining a data base should be kept 

in mind. There is a trade-off between the detail of data provided and 

the cost of the data base. 

The student-credit-hours produced in Equation 5.7 can be determined 

from class cards. If the departmental course number does not end in 

zero, then the number of students enrolled times the credit hours assoc-

iated with the course gives the number of student-credit-hours produced, 

However j if the departmental course number ends in zero, the. student 
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indicates the number of credit-hours he expects to receive for the 

course. The number of student-credit-hours produced is then determined 

by summing the number of credit-hours for each student enrollment in the 

course. 

The input-output matrices in Equation 5.7 are computed once the 

inputs and outputs are determined. 

The unit costs of student-credit-hours produced in each course are 

determined from Equation 5.9. Here unit cost information (dollars per 

FTE) for administrators, faculty, staff, graduate assistants, and student 

assistants is required. Unit costs of personnel could be determined 

from school records or personnel action forms. 

Personnel action forms and s;i.milar official records do not always 

give an a.dequate picture of the specific activities of each employee for 

a particular semester. Hence, some type of service report is desirable. 

It is essential that all service report <la.ta for a given school or other 

administrative unit be reviewed by the sch9ol head or similar responsible 

person who is in a position, to make consistent evaluations of distribu-. 

tion of effort, i.e. FTE1 s among activities reported. It is also essen

tial that the service report indicate all activities which contribute to 

the recognized function of the College. 

The University requires that each faculty member complete a Faculty 

Service Report. In addition 9 the College of Engineering utilizes two 

service reports. One is an abbreviated form for Non-Academic service 

and the other is a rather complete service report. With several modifi-. 

cations, the.College of Engineering Service Report could serve as a 

means for determining most of the <la.ta required to implement the produc

tion sector of the model. For example, on the service report 
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miscellaneous activities related to instruction such as student advise

ment, course outlines, and correspondence should have the FTE effort re

ported for each of these activities. Extension activities must describe 

the FTE effort for on-campus non-credit activities, off-campus credit 

courses, and off-campus non-credit courses. Each activity or course 

must have the activity described by name and number. Additionally, the 

number of man-hours and student-credit-hours produced should be given, 

respectively, for these activities and courses. 

A service report offers several advantages over other official re

cords in that it allows a detailed indication of the specific activities 

that each employee engages in and it answers several important questions 

that are not answered elsewhere. For example, s~ppose that a faculty 

member is employed 1/2 time in teaching. Suppose also that he teaches 

one undergraduate and one graduate course. What then is his division of 

time between the two courses that he teaches? Is it simply 1/4 time to 

each course? The point to be made is that the time spent on one course 

may be much more than that spent on the other due to course difficulty, 

student enroll-ment, etc. An improved service report allowing a more de.,. 

tailed breakdown of faculty and staff effort would allow a more accurate 

allocation.to be carried into the simulation. 

Allocating Indirect Costs 

This section is intended to provide a brief description of allo

cating indirect costs with respect to the model described in this dis

sertation. It is hoped that this introduction might interest other in

vestigators in order that work be done in this area. 

The problem is to allocate indirect (overhead) costs, such as 
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salaries and wages of school and College administrators and staff, to 

the various functions performed by the schools in the College. Harris 

(19) notes the problems involved in cost analysis. He quotes a study of 

the cost of medical education at Emory University in which the following 

conclusion appeared. 

Cost analysis, no matter what system is used :Ls not an exact 
science but, rather like medicine, an art based upon a sci
ence. It is an art in the same sense that judgment is an im
portant part of the process. Judgment must be used in such 
matters as determining how to distribute each overhead cost 
most equitably and develop the best estio;1ate. for the distri
bution of personnel time, determining where the exceptions to 
the established rules are justified, or perhaps in considering 
the relationship of the pl\rpose of an expenditure to the meth
od of distribution. Obviously, these judgments must be based 
upon a familiarity with the general philosophy of the enter
prise under study. These judgments should be supported by 
reason, and reason of course 9 is frequently debatable. 

Morrell (20) notes that by not including capital depreciation as an 

operating expense, colleges understate educational costs. It is his 

opinion that assets should be recorded at their replacement value.. (By 

State law, universities cannot depreciate capital investments. These 

investments must be reported at book value.) Morrell also underscores 

the central theme of this dissertation in the following statement • 

. Profit, which.can serve commercial enterprises as a yard
stick to measure management effectiveness, does not exist for· 
a college. At present there is no recognized objecti~e means 
of measuring management effectb;.eness of a college. The major 
function of the college accounting system is thus one of 
stewardship. 

With financial reporting of colleges becoming more·de
tailed and data being made more readily available to the pub
lic, the emphasis of the accounting system is shifting from · 
stewardship to the providing of financial data revealing 
realistic costs of operation.· 

A primary re.ason for the shift is the financial burden 
colleges now haveo With colleges now facing deficits 9 the 
accounting system must supply cost information pertaining to 
all activities. The system provides college administration 
with data useful in reaching resource allocation decisions. 

In 1932, the National Cc;>mmittee on Standards Reports p1Jblished a 
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bulletin describing m-thods used in unit cost studies in higher educa~ 

tion (21). A section of this study was devoted to the allo.cation of 

salaries and overhead expenditures to courses, curriculums, departments, 

colleges, etc. Some of the studies cited in this bulletin allocated 

overhead expenditures to departments by various methods such as the 

physical space used by the various departments, the number of student

credit-hours produced, instructional salaries, total departmental expend

itures, the number of student~clock=hours produced~ etc. 

A study in 1953 revealed that college and universities still used a 

wide variety of methods to allocate indirect expenditures (22). The 

term 11indirect expenditures 11 in this 1953 study includes expenditures 

for instr~ction as well as for the three categories generally thought of. 

as indirect expenditures, namely administration and general expenditures, 

libraries, and the operation and maintenance of the physical plant. 

The point to bemade.is that a variety of 1;,ases exist for allocating 

indirect expenditures. It may well be that the differept methods a,re. 

defensible in the institutions where they were used. However~ research 

in this area is needed to answer such questions as: What statistical 

evidence is there that allocating general administrative expenditures on 

a dollar-volume basis is more desirable than on a FTE student basis? 

Does a method that combines two or more methods assure greater accuracy 

and validity than the use of one m~thod? 

With respect to the. model formulated in this dissertation, it is 

proposed that every individual in each school of the College complete a 

detailed service report at the end of each se.mester. The service report 

should list the three main functions (instruction, research, and exten

sion) broken down into sub-functions. As mentioned previously in this 
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school heads or similar responsible persons. 
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When records are not kept to distinguish non-personnel expenditures 

according to sub-functions 9 it is suggested that·administrators use 

their best judgment in allocating these costs. 

At the College level 9 it is proposed that expenses of the Dean's 

Office be allocated to the schools and the functions performed by the 

schools accordin,g to the best judgment of responsible persons in the. 

Dean's Office. 

Typical questions that need t.o be answered are: What method or 

methods of distributing indirect costs to courses, course levels, pro

jects, activities~ etc. are most ~quitable? If one distributed indirect 

costs to courses based on student-credit-hours produced. fer example, 

then should certain level courses be more heavily weighted than others1 

Clearly, additional study of methods to allocate indirect costs is 

required. However~ should future investigators extend this prototype 

model to include. the entire University, then it follows that allocating 

indirect costs will be explicitly achieved in the model. 



CHAPTER VII I 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

8ut111T1ary 

The research reported in this dissertation was directed toward the 

development of a detailed resource allocation model for use by University 

administrators as an aid to operational analysis and decision-making. 

The model is intended to be a pro.totype characterization which describes 

the allocation of resources in the form of personnel and object expendi

_tures to the three main functions of the University - namely, instruc

tion, research, and extension. 

Although the model has been developed using the College of Engineer

ing and its schools as an example, the basic structure of_the model has 

been conceived so a.s to allow direct application to any college within 

the University. 

The research effort was primarily motivated by a study of the cur

rently availabl~ resource-allocation models for use in computer simula

tion of institutions of higher education. It was determined that exist

ing models were based on an extremely gross·. or. aggregated view of the 

resource process and thus could not provide a detailed simulation of the 

operation of a given school or department. Furthermore, no,models had 

been formulated which could make direct and efficient use of the. so

ca.lled t1basic" or "hard" data compiled by the University from enrollment 

information, faculty and staff service reports, and standard accounting 

90 
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records. 

A second factor which motivated the research arose from many dis-

cussions the author had with College and University administrators early 

in the research period. It was observed that considerable effortwas 

being expended by the University to build an improved computer-based in-

fo:rmation system. Since the operational details of this system were un-

der development by the University, it was clear that the data base re ... 

quirements of a new resource allocation model could be used beneficially 

to guide the development of the University's .information system.· 

As the survey of the literature continued, it became clear that most 

previous modeling efforts had been rather narrow in scope. Models which 

had been developed for allocation studies at a certain level of aggrega~ 

tion were not flexible in the sense that a simple modification af the 

models would allow a more detailed analysis, if desired.· To provide 

"inherent" flexibility in the model and ta establish a direct tie to 

simulation ·models used widely.in the analysis and design of physical 

systems, the system theory concepts of "component structuren and state-

space format were used. These concepts yield several important advan-

tages. First, by using the component model approach, an individual 

school or department may be studied in a very detailed manner making use 

of the data base for that unit. 'Second, the separate (school) models 

can be easily combined within the compt.1,ter to allow a more aggregated 

analysis of an entire college if desired. Finally, the state-space for-

mat allows a real time simulation to be effected which can adequately 

represent time transitions of student populations and the normal time 

delays of system responses to policy changes. 

The comp~nent structure cancept was also used to separate the model 
,,1· 
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into two sectors; namely the student and production secto,;s. The·. student 

sector model developed in Chapter IV describes the.student population 

distribution among the various schools and levels of study, the demands 

for c,;edit hours of instruction imposed by College students, and the 

values attributed to these students.based upon the costs of credit hours 

of instruction taken. 

The production sector model, formulated·in Chapter v, .. describes 

input-output models and unit cost equations for instruction,. research, 

and extension for each school in the C6llege. 

The system model of the College is obtained by combining, through 

constraint equations, the. two sector models as des~ribed in Chapter VI. 

This aggregated model displays the interesting interaction between the 

student and production sectors due' to the use of graduate and student 

assistants in the instructional and' research. programs. 

The model 'is designed to be computer implementable,·but it should 

be recognized that a substantial prograJDming effort will be required to · 

bring the model into active practieal use. Such an effort was not 

planned as a part of. this research. Howeverll to give at least some di

rection to a subsequent computer implementati,on and to indicate the na

ture of the data base required; two computer programs were developed. 

The first program establishes the student sector p<.>pulation model from 

enrollment transition data and the second program generates personnel 

resources and object expenditures, input-output parameters, unit costs, 

and total costs for individual courses. These.programs were documented 

with postulated data. and are described in the Appendix. 
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Conclusions 

The primary objective of the reseclrch reported in this dissertation 

was to develop an improved university resource allocation model. The 

specific features of the new model which distinguish it from previous 

models are as follows: 

1. The model is designed to make use of b.asic information already 

available in a typical university; e.g., student enrollment cards, fac~ 

ulty and staff service reports and university accounting recordso 

2. The model is capable of simulating the detailed resou]'.'ce alloca

tion associated with a single department and evaluating costs for indi .. 

vidual courses and specific research and extension activities. 

3. By considering the standard departmental model as a component 

model in a more complex system, a model of the entire college system can 

be established taking into account student population transitions within 

and between individual schools and into and out of the college as a 

whole. 

4. The model is·capable of providing standard data currently used 

by administrators, regents and the.legislature in evaluating the cost· 

and quality ·of college activities. Moreover, the model, when implement

ed, can provide new data items not now ava,ilable. 

5. The general form of the 1I1odel, allowing for arbitrary dimensions 

of student population vectors, personnel and expenditure vectors, etc. 

provides for a direct extension of themodel to other departments or 

colleges of the University. 

6. By utilizing the st.ate ... varia.bLe approach to the simulation, the 

model is in convenient form for the future appl;i.cation of more sophisti

cated analysis and prediction techniqueso 
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By citing the list above, the author does not mean to imply that 
. . ' 

' 

the model developed during this research is optimum. dlearly, much ad-

ditional time and effort will be required to fully implement the model 

and it is expected that modificc;ttions will result from the implementa-

tion. The modeling of a complex process involving hundreds of variables 

related in non-obvious ways requires many subjective decisions on the 

relative significance of variables, the cost of their measurement, and 

the most useful units of meas-urement. 

Added to the problem is the desire to impose linearity upon the 

variable relationships without really having data to substantiate or 

negate this assumption. The total implementation of the model with 

valid data is the only way in which the author's decisions and assump-

tions may be judged. 

In spite of these uncertainties, it can be concluded that a prac-

tical modeling approach has been used arid the resulting model is feasible 

and flexible. In addition, this research will have a beneficial effect 

on the University 1 s development of a computer-1;,ased information system. 

Finally, and more generally, the unique nature of this re~earch within 

an engineering discipline will hopefully act as a catalyst to encourage 

future research by engineers in educat;:ional systems. 

Recommendations for Further Study 

There are a number of desirable investigations related to this re-

search that should be considered. Some of the more import.ant are: · l) 

continued development of the exact nat1,.1re of the data base to implement 

this model and serve future models as well; 2) testing the model against 

historical records to evaluate the basic Unear·assumptions; 3) 
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collecting s1.1fficient past data in order to make the modd probab:Uist:ic 

and thus useful in making predictions; 4} extending the model to include . 

the entire University. The model presented in this dissertation could 

serve as a prototype fot models of the .other colleges; 5) conducting be

havioral analyses to determine the effect: of financial aid upon student · 

enrollment, reasons for student dep1;trtures from theCollege or Universi

ty, why students choose a particular majqr, why students decide to pur

sue an advancecl degree, etc. It would be desirable to identify those 

factors which influence student enrollment and thus might be considered 

control variables; 6) studying techniques for the ·most equitable distri

bution of indirect (overhead) costs is certainly a desirable extension. 

of this study. 

There are other more general studies that would be desirable, such 

as changing the mix of resources utilized in the instruction program and 

observing the resulting quality of education according to some measure. 

It should be apparent that the above recommendations for further 

study will require interdisciplinary research effort. No single disci

pline is sufficiently broad to effectively analyze a complex socio-· 

economic system such as a college or university. Thus, the joint effort 

of researchers in education, computer science, accounting, engln~eririg, 

and the behaviorai sciences will be needed. 
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APJ:>ENDlX 

COMPUTER PROGRAMS 

Introduction 

Two computer programs used in this study are presented in this 

Appendix. The f;i.:rst program w:as· used to implement Equation 4.2 and is 

now documented and available from the Computer Center Library. The sec-

ond progra;m demonstrates Equations 5.7 and 5.9. Bo~h programs are 

written in FORTRAN IV language. 

Student Population Program 

The first program implements a set of first-order difference equa- · 

tions which describe the changes .in student enrollment from one time 

period to the next. The equation 1:1imulated is: 

(A,l) 
. I 

A discussion of Equation A,l (i.e. Equation 4.2) is presented in 

Chapter IV ·and a lhting of the program simulating this equation is pro-. 
. . 

vided in Table l· Output from this program is given in Table lI and a 

listing of input data is described in Table Ill. 

The program .listed in Table I performs the foUowing operations. 

It first computes the.entires of the matrices and vectors on the right-

hand-side of Equation A.l (with the exception of !_(t-1) whose values are 
' 

given by input data). The program then multiplies the ·matrices times the 
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corresponding vectors and thus deter!Ilines ~(t). The program then iter

ates one time period. The equation now simulated is: 

~(t+l) :;;:; U(t+l)_!(t) + V(t+l)£(t) + W(t+l).9.(t) (A.2) 

s(t+l) 9 calculated from Equation A.2, is the predicted student popu

lation for time period t+l obtained by using the values for ~(t) just 

calculated and the previous values for the other matrices and vectors. 

In the first program listing, the following designation is used: 

ST= ~(t) 

U = U(t) 

STMl = ~(t-1) 

V .::: V(t) 

PTMl = £ (t .. l) 

W = W(t) 

QTMl :;;:; .9. ( t-1) 

STPl = ~ (t+l) • 

The sample output data of Table II was obtained for the input data 

listed in Table III. The simulation describes transitions for 3 schools 

in the College each with 6 student levels (N=l8}. Three types of new 

arrivals from off-campus (Nl=3) and seven origins of transfers from on

campu!, (N2=7).are assumed. It should be noted that the values for N, 

Nl, and N2, respectively are easily changed in the program by changing 

their values on the t:irst data card listed in Table III (Format 315). 

Thematrix L describes the actual number of students remaining in 

the College from one time period to the next. Thus the first column of 

L indicates that five students who were in category 1 during the previous 

time period, i.e. t-1 are still in category 1 during time period t. 
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Also~ three students transitioned from category 1 to .2 and one student 

transitioned from category 1 to 7. 

The number of newly arriving students from off-campus of three types 

that enroll in the College at time t is described by Ll. The first row 

of Ll shows that five students of type 1, one type 2 student, and no. 

students of type 3 enrolled in category 1 at time t• 

L2 is similar to Ll and describes the number of transfer students 

f:rom on-campus that enroll in the College at time t. 

The matrix U is calculated from L by dividing all entries in column 

j of L by the corresponding jth row entry of STMl. Thus, the entry u .. • 
. 1. J I 

of U represents the proportion of continuing College students that were 

in category j at time t-1 and are in category i at time t. Similarly, V 

and Ware obtained from Ll and L2, respectively, by dividing all entries· 

in columns j of these matrices by the corresponding,jth row entries of 

PTMl and QTMl respectively. 

S(T) is the student enrollment calculated for trime t and S(T+l). is 

the predicted student enrollment at time t+l. 

The only restriction on the·student population program is that the 

maximum dimension of any array or vector is 30. This is easily changed 

by changing the DIMENSION statement and by also changing NDIM on the 

first executable statement of the program. The only control card re-

quired by the program is the 11 411 ca.rd and this card is placed directly 

before the '1 $IBSYSII card. 

The first data ca.rd contains the values of N, Nl,· and N2 in ;Format 

(315). The next card or cards conta:Lns the values of the column vector 

~(t-1) in Format (26F3.0). The cards which follow the values of ~(t-1) 

contain the values of STYPE, OSCLASj and NSCLAS in Format (11~212). 
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STYPE (student type) is 1, 2, or 3 depending upon. whether a student is 

continuing in the College, a new arrival from off .. campus, or a transfer 

from on-campus, respectively. Thus, a value of 1 for STYP!j: denotes that 

OSCLAS and NSCLAS are used to determine u. If STYPE equals 2, then 

OSCLAS (old student classification) and NSCL,AS (new student classifica

tion) are used to determine V and PTMl. Also, :i,f STYPE equals 3, OSCLAS 

and NSCLAS are used to determine Wand QTMl. Finally, a value of STYPE 

equal to 4 indicates the end of the data set. 

It should be noted that the values for OSGi.AS will range from 1 to 

N for STYPE equal to 1, 1 to Nl for STYPE equal to 2, and 1 to N2 for 

STYPE equal to 3. The values of NSCLAS range from 1 to N. 

Course Cost Program 

The program listed in Table IV determines input vectors, input

output values, costs per student-credit-hour, and individual course 

costs according to the procedure established in Equations 5.7 and 5.9. 

Output for this prqgra:m is given in Table Vanda listing of the input 

data for the simulationis presented in Table VI. 

A simulation was run assuming 2 schools, 2 course levels in eac.h . 

school, and two courses at each course level. However, the program will 

allow 100 schools, 10 course levels, and the number of courses is 1 imited 

only by storage capacity and computer processing time. 

The following designations are used in Table IV. 

CSCHL = Course school 

CNUMB = Course m,tmber 

POIDEN = Personnel or Object expenditure identifier 

OLDCS = Old course school 



OLDCN.= Old course number 

SCH= Number of student-credit-hours produced 

FTE = Full-time equivalent semester eff o;rt 

DFTE = Dollars per full-time-equivalent 

OEXP = Object_expenditures per sem~$ter 
J 

POTYPE = P.ersonnel or Object expenditure t:ype 

LAST= Last input data card 

M2 == Mj 2 · 

M3 = Mj3 

M4 = Mj 4 

. -MS = MjS · 

M6 =/Mj 6 
; ! 

ACJ) = ~ij<t) 

AH(J) = ~j(t) 

Al (J) = Aljkn (1-1 . e.. 1 N ) 
--~ '"""'"' n=:::. , ••• , jk 

E(J) = ~ij(t) 

EH ( J) = .!. \ t) 

El(J) = Eljkn (1~1 , . 6· 1 N ) = . '. ~-,' ' t');:c:: ' ••• ,. 'k 
' J 

.. 
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Faculty, staff, graduate and student assistants vectors are designated 

' similar to that above for administration. 

The only control card required is the 11 99911 card that is placed 
I 

before t,he "$IBSYS 11 card. 999 appears in cohunns 34-36. 

The values of CSCHL and CNUMB that-~ppear on the 2nd data card must . 

be given on the first and second executable statements of the program, 

respect:f,velyo The first data c~rd provides the values of M2, M3, M4, 

MS, M6, and M7, respectively, in Format (612) and thus these values are 
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easily changed~ CSCHL, CNUMB, P01DEN, SCH, FTE, DFTE, OEXP, POTYPE, and 

LAST.have a Format of (12, 14, 11, 2f5.l, 2F7.2, 12, and 13). The data 

cards, excluding the first and last, must be sorted according to CSCl:iL 

and CNUMB before running the .,rogra-m. 

The output data provided in Table V for school 1, course number 

1024 will now be discussed. The first~ entries of the column vector 

indicate individual administrator effort per student-credit-hour produced 

for the c;ourse. Entries 6 through 11 indicate individuaL faculty effort 

per SCH, entries 12-16 denote staff effort per SCH, entries 17-21 des

cribe graduate assistant effort pei SCH, entries 22-26 indicate student 

assistant effort per SCH, and entries 27-28 denote object expenditures 

per SCH. 

ASUM, FSUM, RSUM, GSUM, USUM, and ESUM denote, respectively, admin

istrative costs,_faculty costs, staff costs, graduate assistant costs, 

~tudent assistant costs, and object expenditures per SCH. TCOST denotes 

total cours.e cost and CSCH denotes cost per SCH. 



TABLE I 

PROGRAM TO SIMULATE STUDENT .TRANSITIONS 

$JOB 2~15~40047 VAU~HN GRACE 
t STUDENT POPULAtION MODEl 

INTEGER STYPE,OSCLAS 

c 

REAL PTM1,L,Ll,L2,PROO . 
OIMEN.SION STl3:> ),UC30 ,30 1,STMioo 1,Vl30 ,30 1,PTMlf30 ), 

1Wf30 ,30 l,QTMll30 1,SfPlllO l,L130 ,30 1,Lll30 ,30 1,L21~0 ,3~ I: 
1,PR00(301,DATAl201 

C TO CHANGE DIMENSION SIZE -- CHANGE SIZES OF ALL. ARRAYS IN THE 
C DIMENSl~N STATEMENT ABOVE EXCEPT THE ARRAY DATA, THEN CHANGE THE 
C VALUE DF NDIM IN THE FIRSt EXECUTABLE STATEMENT 
c 

c 
c 
c 

3 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
l 

c 
c 

111 

c 
c 
c 

.2 
4 
c 
c 
c 
15 

c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

NOIM = 30 
,, 

ZERO OUT THE ARRAYS AND VECTORS 

00 3 I= l,NDIM 
QTMlll) = 0 
STiii = 0 
ST Ml I I I = 0 
PTMllll = 0 
STPllJI,;, 0 
00 3 J 1,NDIM 
U(l',J) = 0 . 
V(l,J) =O 
WCl,JI = 0 
L II,JI = O 
llll,JI = o 
L2Cl ,JI = 0 
SINCE JHIS IS THE FIRST TIME THROUCH SET NtOUNT = l 
RE.AO THE NUMBER OF ROWS OF THE STMl VECTOR, THE NUMBER OF COLUMS 
OF V, A!'iO THE NUMBER OF COLUMS OF W 

FORMATl3151 
REA015,1. N,Nl,N2 

IF. ANY OF THE SPECIFIED DIMENSIONS ARE TO LARGE PRINT AN ERROR MESSA(if 
MAXDJH = HAXOIN,Nl,N21 
IFIHAXOIM.GT .ND.IHI WRITE 16, Ill I. MAXOIH,No1M 
FORMATjlHl,' **** E~ROR-~A DIMENSION OF ·~I~,• ~AS SPECIFIED 

1 ON THE FIRST DATA CARD, THE MAXIMUM DIMENSION IS 1115,• ****'1//I 
READ THE E~TRIES OF THE STHl VECTOR 

REA~ (5,21 lSTHllll,1=1,~) 
FORMAT(26F3.0I 
FORHATl11,2f2,Tl,20A4t 

NOW REAO·THE MATRIX CARDS 

READl5,41 STYPE,OSCLAS,NSCLAS,DATA 
MAXritM ~ MAX~ltiSCLAS,NSCLASI 

IF STYPE IS GREATER ~HAN 4 PRINT AN ERROR MESSAGE 
IFISTYPE.GT.41 . WRITEC6,H2J DATA 

IF OSCL4·s AND/OR "4SCLAS ARE LARGER THAN THE "IAXUIUM DIMENSION PRINT 
AN ERROR MESSAGE 
lf("IAXDIM.GT;.NDlMI WRITEl&,1131 DATA 
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TABLE I (Continued) 

112 FOR~AT(lH ,• **** ERROR--STYPE WAS GREATER THAN 4 -- DATA CARO 
lFOLLOWS ****',/,1X,20A4l . 

113 FORMATllH ,, . **** ERROR--OSCLAS ANO/OR NSCLAS IS LARGER THAN 01 
lMENSION SIZE --DATA CARD FOLLOWS****•,./,1X,20A41 

C IF STYPE IS 1 USE FOR ARRAY L, [F STYPE IS 2 USE FOR ARRAY L2 1 

C [F STYPE IS 3 USE FOR ARRAY L3, lF STYPE IS 4 THIS IS THE END OF 
C THE OATA SET 

GO TO 111,12,13,141,STYPE 
C NOW INCREMENT THE ELEMENT OF THE PROPER ARRAY WHICH APPEARS 
C IN THE NSCLAS ROW AND THE OSCLAS COLUMN 
11 L (NSCLAS,OSCLASI = l INSCLAS,OSCLASI + 1 

GO TO 15 
12 Ll(NSCLAS,OSCLASI = LllNSCLAS,OSCLASI + l 

PTMllOSCLASI = PTMl(OSCLASI + 1 
GO TO 15 

13 L21NSCLAS,OSCLAS) = l21NSCLAS,OSCLASI + 1 
QTM110SCLASI = QTMllOSCLAS) + l 
GO TO 15 

c 
C FINO THE U,V,W ARRAYS 
c 
14 DO 16 I= l 1 N 

DO 16 J = 1 1 N 
16 UII,J) = L(l,J)/STMllJI 

GO TO 30 
28 00 29 I = 1,N 

00 29 J = l,N 
29 UII,J) = LIJ,JI/STIJI 
30 DO 17 I= 1,N 

DO l 7 J = 1, Nl 
17 VII 1 J) = Llll,JI/PTMllJl 

DO 18 l = 1, N 
DO 18 J = 1, N2 

18 Wll,Jl = 1211,JI/QTMl(JI 
c 
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C FIND'SITJ BY ADDING ENTRIES OF CORRESPONDING ROWS OF L,Ll, AND L2 ARRAYS 
c 

DO 19 I 1,N 
SL = 0 
SLl = O 
SL2 = 0 
DO 20 J 1.1.N 

20 SL= SL+ Lil,JI 
DO 21 J l • Nl 

21 SU= Sll + Ll(I,JI 
DO 22 J = l;,N2 

22 SL2 = SL2 + L211,Jl 
19 STiii =SL+ Sll + 512 

WRITE16,1041 N, N 
104. FORMATllHl~///,' l lS A •,12,' X ',12, 1 MATRIX WITH THE FOLL 

lOWING ENTRIES',///) 
00 34 I = 1,N 

34 WRITEl6,l0'51 ILll,Jl,J=l,Nl 
105 FORMAT( lH0,301 lX,F4. l I I 

WRITEl6,l071 N,Nl 
107 FORMATllHl,///,' Ll IS A 1 ,12,• X 1 ,12,• MATRIX WITH THE FOLL 

lOWING ENTRIES 1 ,///I 
DO 3'5 I = 1,N 

3'5 WR!TElo,1051 fLlll,Jl,J=l,NU 
WRITEl6, 1061N,N2 



TABLE I (Continued) 

106 FORMAT(lHl,///, 1 L2 15 A •,12,• X •,12,' MATRIX WITH THE ~OLL 
!OWING ENTRIES•,///1 
00.36 I= 1,N. 

36 WRJTE(6,105J" lt2fltJl,J•l,N21 
WRITE(6 1 1081N,N 

108 FORMAT(lHl,/1/,• ~ISA •,12, 1 X i,J2,' HATRIX WITH THE FOLL 
lOWING ENTRIES 1 ,///) 

00 37 I = 1, N 
37 WRITE(&,1051 IUll~JltJ=l,NJ 

WRITE 16, 109) N, Nl 
lb9 FORMAT(lHl,///,• VIS A 1 ~12, 1 X 1 1 12,';MATRIX WITH THE FOLL 

!OWING ENTRIES 1 ,/I/I 
DO 38·1 = 1,N.· 

38 WR1T~16,1051 CVII,Jl,J=l,Nll 
WRITEl6,llOI N,N2 . 

110 FORMATll~l,/1/ 1 1 WIS A·',12, 1 X •Jtz,• HATRJX ~ITH THE FOLL. 
!OWING ENT~IES 1 ,IIII 
00 39 I= 1,N .. 

39 WRITE(6 1 1051 CW(I,Jl,j=l,N21 
WRITE(6 1 lOOI N 

100 FOR~~TllHl,l//, 1 SITJ IS A,•,J2,' X l COLUMN ~ECTOR WITH TH 
lE FOLLOWING ENTRIES 1 ,///I 

DO 32 I= 1,N 
32 .WRITE16,10l) STlll 
101 FORMATClH ,20X,Fl0 .• 31 
c 
C NOW FINO SIT+ll USING THE OLD U,V,W MATRIX AND P AND.Q VECTORS 
23 DO 27 I= 1,N 

Sll = 0 
SL2 = 0 
PRODIII = 0 
DO 24 J ;: 1 1 N 

24 PROD(II = PROOIJI + UIJ,Jl•STIJJ 
DO 25 J = 1,Nl 

25 SLI = SLl + lllJ,J) 
DO 26 J = 1,N2 

26 St2 = SL2 + L2(l,JI 
27 STPtf11 = PROD(II + Sll + SL2 

WRtTE(6,l021 N . 
102 FORMATl1H1,,11,• SCT+l) ts A •,u,• l( l COLUMN.VECTOR WITH l)f 

IE FOLLOWING ENTRIES 1 ,///J 
on 33 i = 1, N 

33 WRITEl6,IOlt STPl(II 
WR.ITEl6tl031 

103 FORMAT(lHl,//////1. 
STOP .. 
ENO 

SENTRY 

106 
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TABLE II 

SAMPLE OUTPUT DATA.FOR STUD-ENT l'OPULATION PROGRAM 

l IS A 18 )( 18 MATRIX WITH THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES 

5.0 0,0 o.n ·o,!') o •. o o;o o.o 0,0 O,<i o.o 0,0 o •. o 2,0 o.o o.o .0,0 0,0 . 0,0 
3.n ·6.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1.0 o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.:> o.o o.o o.o. 0,0 o.o 0,0 
o.o o.o 7,0 o .• o 0,0 0. 0 o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o .o.o 2.0 0,0 0,0 o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 9.0 o.o 0,0 o,o o.o 2.0 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o~o 
0,0 o.n o.o o.o 7,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.) 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 1,0 o.o· 
O,·O .o.o 0,0 o.o 2,0 .9. 0 o.o 0,0 O.O· o.o 1.0 o.o 0,0 o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 1,0 
1,0 0,0 0,0 o~o o.o 0,0 5,0 0,0 0,0 o.o o.o 0,0 1,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
0,0 1,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 2,0 9.0 o.o. o.o o.o o.o 1,0 o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 
o .• o o.o 2 •. o 0,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 7.0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 
0,() (),0 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 9.0 o.o 0,0 0,0 o.o o~o 0,0 O.·O o.o 
o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 0,0 7,0 o.o o.o o.o· 0,0 o.o 1, 0 o.o 
o. 0 o.o o.o· o.o 0. ') o.o o.o 0,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 A.O o.o 0,0 o.o . o.o 0,0 o.o 
n.o O;Q 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 0,0 o,o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 4,·0 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o ·o. o 
0,0 1.0 o .• o o.o 0,0 0,0 1,0 o.o o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 o.o 8,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 0,0 
o.o 0,0 0,0 ·o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.·o 0,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 6,0 o.o Q,0 ·:, .o 
o.o n.o 0,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 0,0 O,Q 9,0 0,0 0,0 
o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0.,0 0,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 1),0 o.o o.o 7,0 0,0 
o.o 0,0 0,0 o.o o.a o.o o.o .o.o o.o 0,0 1,0 0,0 o;o ·O, 0 o.o 0,1) 0,0 7,0 
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TABLE II (Continued) 

··'·-··--· 

Ll IS A 18 x ~-MATRIX WITH THE f"OLLOWING ENTRIES 

- 5,o- 1,0 0,0 

0,0 1,0 1,0 

0,0 j!,0 - 1,0 

0,0 2·.o -2,0 

0,0 1;0 2,0-· 

0,0 2,0 2-.0·. 

3,0 0,0 ·o.o 

0,0 --o.o 1,0 

0,0 '3,0 l_,O 

0,0- 1.0 2,0 

-0,0 1.,0 0,0 

0,0 1;0 ·o.o 

2.0 0,0 O•O· 

o.o 0,0 0,0 

0,0 2,0 1.0 

,0,-0 1-,0 l,<i 

0,0 1,0 3,0 

o.o 1,0 3,0 

L2 JS A 18 x 7 M41'RIX WfTH THE fOLLOWING ENTRIES 

4;0 o.-o o.o o.o 0,0 3,0 o.o 

4,0 o;o 4,0 ·o,o o.o o.o 0,0 

0,0 4,Q 4,0 -.o.-o. o_.o 0,0 0,0 

o;o ···o.-o 4,-0 1, 0 0,0 0,0 o •. o 

4,0 4,0. 0,0 o,o- o.o 1,0 o •. o 

0,0 o.o. o.o. 3,0 -0;0 o;o O;O 

4,0 4,0 2,0. 0,0 o·,o 0,0 0,0 

0.9 o,o·· o·.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 6,0 

4-.o o.-o o~o 0,0 3,0- 0,0 o.o 

o,o- 8,0 o,o o.o· 0,0 0,0 o.o 

4.o 4,0 2,0 1,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 

0,0 o,o s··,o o.o· ·3,0 0,0 o,o 

0,0 ll,0 . 4,0 · 2_.o 0,0 o.o o.o 

4,0 0,0 0,0 2,0· .o.o 0,0 4.-0 

4,0 4,,0 o·.o o.o_ 3,0 0.,0 · o._o -

o.o 0,0 8,0 o.o- 1 .• 0 0,0 o.-o 

4,0 0,0 4,0 1,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 

4,Q 4~0 0,0 o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 
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TABLE II (Continued) 

ll IS ~ 18 X 18 MATRIX WITH TH'= FOLLOWING ENTRIES 

I). 5 o.o o.o o. ') o.o o.o o.o ,,o.o o.o o.o o,o o,o 0,2 o.o o.o 0,0 0,0 o.o 
\ . 

0,3 0.6 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o. l 0,0 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 0,0 0,0 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 
o. !1 0. I) 0,7 o.o O.'.l o.o I). 0 o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o . o.o 0,0 0.2 0,0 o.o o.o 
0,0 o.o o.o 0.9 0,0 o.o (). 0 o.o 0.2 o.o o.o I). 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.7 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 0,1 o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.2 0.9 0,0 0,0 o.o o.o 0.1 o.o :>.o o.o 0,0 o.o 0,0 o. 1 

0.1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.5 o.o o.o 0,0 0,0 o.o 0 .1 o.o o.o o.o o.o D.O 

n. o 0, 1 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 0,2 0,9 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,1 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o 0.2 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,7 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 0,0 

0,0 0,0 o.o o.o O.() o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.9 o.o o.o 0,0 0 .o . o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 0.1 0,0 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 0.1 o.o 
o.o o .• o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 0,8 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 0,0 o.o 
o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0. I) o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 0.4 o.o o.o o,o o.o o.o 
o.o 0. l o.o o.o o.o o.o 0. l o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o, 11 o.o o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 0,0 o.o o,o o. 0 o.o 0 .() o.o o.o 0,0 o.o 0. () o.o 0,0 0,6 o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o (). 0 o.o o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,9 o.o a.a 
1).0 o.o o.o (). 0 I). 0 o.o . 0 .o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o o.o 0,7 o.o 
I). 0 0.0 o.o o.o o.o 0.1) o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.1 o.o o.o 0,0 o.o o.o o.o 0.1 
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TABLE II (Continued) 

v IS A l~ x 1 MATRIX WITH THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES 

0.5 0,0 0,0 

o.·o 0,0 0,0 

0,0 0,1 0,0 

0,0 0,1 0,1 

0,0 0,0 0.1 

o.o 0,1 0,1 

.o. 3 0,0 0,.0 

0,0 0,0 Q,O 

o.o O,f O·,O 

0,0 o.o 0..1 

0,0· O,Q o.o 

0,0· 0,0 o.o 
0,2 0,0 o.o. 
0,0 0,0 0,0 

0,0 0,1 o.o. 

o,o o .• o 0,0 

o,o o,o O, I 

W· rs A 18 x 7 MATRIX WITH THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES 

0,1 0,0 0,0 o.i> 0,0 0,8 .o.o 
0,L o.o 0,1 o.o 0,0 o.o. o.o 
o.o 0,1 0,1 o.o 0,0 0,0 0,0 

0,0 o,o 0,1 0,l 0,0 0,0 0,0 

0,1 0,1 i>,O 0,0 0,0 0,3 o~o 
0,0 0,0 .. i>,O 0,3 0,0 0,0 0,0 

0,1 0,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 o.il 
0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0,0 0·,6 

0,1 o·.o o.o o.o 0,3 o.o o.o 
Q,O 0,2 0,0 .o. 0 0,0 0,0 o.o 
0,1 0,1 O,Q 0,1 0,0 o .• o 0,0 

0,0 0,0 0,2 0,0 0,3 ' o,o 0,0 

o.o 0,2 0,1 0,2 0,0 o.o 0,0 

O,l 0,0 o.o 0.2 0,0 0,0 0,4 

0;1 ·0.1 0,0 o •. o .0.3 0,0 0,0 

o.o 0,0 0,2 0,0 0,1 0,0 o.o 
0,1 O,Q 0, l Q,I o.o o.o 0,0 

O,'l 0,1 0,0 0,0 0,0 o.o 0,0 



TABLE II (Conti~ued) 

S~TI ·rs A,18 X 'l COLUMN VECTOR WITH THE FOL(O~ING ENTRIES 

20·.000 
20,000 
20,000 
20;000 
20.000 
20;000 
20,000 
;io;ooo 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 
20.000 
20,000 
2Q,OOO 
20,000· 
20,000 
20,000 
20,000 

SIT+ll IS A 18 X· l .COLUMN VECTOR Wl·TH THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES 

27,000 
30,000 
29,000 
31,000 
28,000 
33,000 
27,000 
33,000 
29,000. 
29;000 . 
'28,000 
2R,OOO 
24,000 
30,000 
26,000 
29,000 
27,000 
28,000 
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UI 
10 10 

10101 
10101 
10101 
10101 
10101 
11301 
11301 
10102 
10102 
10102 
10202 
10202 
10202 
10202 
10202 
10202 
10702 
10303 
10303 
10303 
10303 
10303 
10303 
10303 
11503 
11503 
10404 
10404 
10404 
10404 
10404 
10404 
10404 
10404 
10404 
10904 
10904 
10505 
105.05 
10505 
10505 
10505 
10505 
10505 
1.1705 
10506 
10506 
10606 
10606 
10606 
10606 
10606 
10606· 
10606 
10606 
10606 
11106 
11806 
10107 
10707 
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TABLE. Ill 

SAMPLE I.NPUT DATA FOR STUDENT POPULATION PROGRAM 

3 7 
10.10 10 10 .10 10 10. 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
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TABLE III (Continued) 

10707 11414 20302. 30203 3031:3 
10707 11414 20303 30205 30313 
10797 11414 20304 30205 30316 
10707 11515 20304 ?0205 30316 
11307 11515 20305 30205 30316 
10208 11515 20305 30207 . 30316 
10708 ll!H5 20306 30207 30316 
10708 11515 20306 30207 30316 
10808 11515 ,0308 30207 30316 
10808 11616 20309 30210 30316 
10808 11616 20310 30210 30317 
10808 11616 20310 30210 30317 
10808 11616 20315 30210 30317 
10808 11616 20316 30210 30317 
10808 11616 20317 30210 30404 
10808 11616 20317 30210 !0406 
10808 .11616 20317 30210 30406 
11308 11616 20318 30211 30406 
10309 11717 20318 30211 30411 
10309 11717 20318 30211 30413 
10909 11717 30101 ;0211 30413 
10909 . 11717 30101 30213 30414 
10909 11717 30101 30213 30414 
1J909 11717 30101 30213 30417 
10909 11717 30102 30213 30509 
10909 11118 30102 '.30213 30509 
10909 11818 30102 3021:3 30509 
11010 11818 30102 30213 30.512. 
11010 11818 30105 30213 30512 
11010 11818 30105 30215 30'512 
11010 11818 ?0105 30215 30515 
11010 11818 30105 30215 30515 
11010 11818 30107 30215 ! J515 
11010 20101 30107 30218 30516 
11010 20101 30107 30218 30601 
11010 ,0101 30107 30218 30601 
11111 20101 30109 30218 30601 
11111 20101 30109 30302 30605 
11111 20107 '.30109 30302 30708 
11111 2.0107 30109 30302 30708 
11111 20107 30111 30302 30708 
11111 20113 30111 30303 30708 
11111 20113 30111 ?0303 30708 
11711 20201 30111 30303 30708 
11212 20202 30114 30303 30714 
11212 2020.3 30114 30304 30714 
11212 20203 30114 30304 30714 
11212 20204 l Jll4 30304 30714 
11212 20204 30115 30304 4 
11212 20205 30115 30307 
11212 20206 30115 30307 
11212 20206 30115 30311 
11313 20209 30117 30311 
11313 20209 30117 30312 
11313 20209 30117 30312 
11313 20210 30117 30312 
10214 20211 30118 30312 
10714 ,0212 30118 30312 
11414 20215 30118 30312 
11414 20215 30118 ! 0312 
11414 20216 30203 30312 
11414 20217 30203 30313 
11414 20218 30203 30313 



TABLE IV 

PROGRAM TO CALCULATE UNIT COSTS AND COURSE COSTS 

SJOB 2515-40047 VAUGHN GRACF. . 
· ~ PROGRAM TO CAl,.CULATE INDIVIDUAL COURSE COSTS 

INTEGFR CSCHL,CNUMB,POIDEN,OLOCS,OLDCN,POTVPE 
DIMENSION Al201,AHl20J,All20J,Fl50),FHl501,Fll50l,Rl501,RHl50J, 

1Rll50l,Gl501,GHl50l,Gll501,El501,EHl501 1 El1501,U150J,UHC50),Ull50J 
C SFT OLDCS ANO OLOCN EQUAL TO CSCHL AND CNUMB RESPECTIVELY ON FIRST 

OLDCS=l . 
DLDCN=l024 
REA015,71 H2,M3,M4,M5,M6,M7 

7 FORMATl6121 
f INITIALIZF VFCTORS 

DD 20 J=l ,M?. 
ACJl=O.O 
AHIJl=O,O 
AIIJl=O,O 

20 CONTINUE 
DO 21 J=l, '13 
FIJl=O,O 
FlilJl=O,O . 

. FIIJl=O.O 
21 CONTINUE 

DO 22 J=l,'14 
RIJl=O,O 
RHIJl=O,O 
RIIJl=0,0 

22 CONT.INUE 
DO. 2 3 J= I , MS 
GIJl=O,O 
GHIJl=O,O 

.GI I J l=O,O 
23 CONTINUF 

00 .24 J=l, M6 
UIJl=O,O 
UHIJl=0,0 
.UIIJl=O.O 

24 CONTINUE 
·' DO 25 J=l,M7 

EIJl=O,O 
EHi J 1=1,0 
El(Jl=O,O 

.25 CONTINUE 
ASUM=O,O 
FSU'4=0,.0 

. RSUM=O,O 
GSU'4=o;o 
IJ.SuM=O,O 

. ESUH=O,O 
1. READ 15, 21 CSCHL, CNUMB ,Po IDEN, SCH, FTE, OF re, OEXP, PDTVPE, LAST 
2 FORMATl12,14,11,2F5,1,2F7,2i12,131 . . 

IFILAST.EQ,9991 ~OTO 50 
IFICSCHL,NE,OLDCSI GO TO 70 
IFICNUMB,NE,OLDCNI GO.TO 70 

11 OLDC.S=CSCHL 
OLOCN=CNUMB 
OSCH=~CH 
IFl~OJDEN,EQ,11 GO TO 90 
IFIPOIDEN,F.Q,21 GO TO 91 
IFIPOJDEN,EQ.31 GO TO 92 
lFIPOtDEN.EQ,41 GD. TO 93 
IFIPDJDEN,EQ,51 GO TO 94 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 

IFIPOJDEN.EQ.61· GO TO 95 
90 AIPOTYPEl=FTE 

AHIPOTYPEl=DFTE 
GO TO 1 

91 'FI PO TYPE l'=FTE 
i=HIPOTYPEl=DFTE 
GO TO I 

92 RIPOTYPEl=FTE 
RHIPOTYPEl=DFTE 
GO TO 1 

93 GIPOTYPEl=FTE 
GHI P-OTYPEhDFTE 
GO TO 1. 

94 UIPOTYPEl=FTE 
UHIPOTYPEl=DFTE 
GO TO 1 

95 EIPOTYPEl=OEXP 
GO TO 1 

70 QO 101 J=l,M2 
AllJl=AIJIIOSCH 

101 CONTINUE 
DO 102 J=l,M3 
F 11 JI =Fl J 1/0SCH. 

102 CONTINUE 
DO 103.J,;1,M4 
RIIJl=RIJI/OSCH 

103 CONTINUE 
DO 104 .J=1,M5 
Gl(Jl=GCJI/OSCH 

104 CONTINUE 
00 105 J=l,M6 
UllJJ=UIJI/OSCH 

10_5 CONTINUE 
00 106 J=l,Ml 
E 11 J l=fl J 1/0SCH 

106 CONTINUE 
WRJTEl6,3I OLDCS,OLOCN 

3 FORMATllOX,'SCHOOL 1 ,13,iOX,•COURSE NUMBER 1 ,15/I 
WRITE16,1081 

108 FORMATllX,•FULL-TIME~EQUIYALENT'OR OBJECT EXPENDITURE PER STUDENT• 
lCREDIT-HOUR' //1 

301 FORMATl35X,F7.4) 
DO 300 J=l,M.2 
WRITE 16, "3011 Al I JI 

300 CONTINUE 
DO 302 J=l,H3 
WRTTEl6,301J FllJI 

302 CONTINUE 
00 303 J=l,H4 
WRITEl6,3011 RllJI 

303 CONTINUE . 
00 304 J=l,H5 

'WRITE'l6,30li GllJI 
304 CONTINUE 

DO 305 J=l,H6 
WRITEl6,3011 UlCJI 

30, CONTINUE 
DO 306 J=l,M7 
WR!TEl6,36ll EIIJI 

306 CONTINUE 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 

DO 2 0 l J= l, M2 
ACOS T='-1 Al CJ I *AHi JI I 
ASUM=ASUM+ACOST 

201 CONT fNLJF 
DO 202 J=l,M3 
FCOST=-!FllJt•FHIJII 
FSUM=FSUM+FCOST 

202 CONTINUE 
DO 203 J=l,M4 
RCOST=-IRIIJl*RHIJII 
RSUM=RSUM+RCOST 

203 CONTINUE 
OD 204 J=l,M5 
GCOST=-IGllJl*GHIJII 
GSLIM=GSUM+GCOST 

204 CONTINUE 
DO 205 J=l,M6 
UCOST=-IUIIJl•UHIJII 

.USUM =U SUM+UCOS T 
205 CONTINUE 

00 206 J=l,M7 
ECOST=-CEllJl•EHIJII 
E SUM=E SUM+FCOS T 

2 06 CONTINUE 
CSCH=ASUM+FSUM+RSUM+GSUM+USUM+ESUM 
TCOST=CSCH*OS!;H 
WRITF.lb,t,021 

602 FORMAT(bX, 1ASUM• ,6X, 1 FSUM• ,6X, 1 RSUM1 ,6X,•GSUM 1,6X,'USUM• ,1,X, 
l•ESUM 1,6X,•TCOST 1,6X,'CSCH 1 1 
WRITEl612071 ASUM,FSUM,RSUH,GSUH,USUH,ESUH,TCOST,CSCH 

207 FORMATIIX,BFl0.2/1 
DO 3ll J=l,H2 
AIJl=O.O 
AH(Jl=O.O 
Al(J)=O,O 

311 CONTINUE 
DO 312 J=l,M3 
FIJl=O.O 
FH(Jl=O.O 
FllJl=o.o 

312 CONTINUE 
DO 313 J=l,H4 
RCJl=O,O 
RHIJl=O.O 
R l CJ) =.O, 0 

313 CONTINUE 
00 314 J=l,M5 
GIJl=O,O 
GH(J l=0,0 
Gll J)=O,O 

314 C ONTlNUE 
DO 315 J=l,M6 
UIJl=O,O 
UHIJl=O,O 
Ul(Jl=O,O 

315 CONTINUE 
DO 316 J=l,M7 
EIJl=O,O 
Ell J)=0,0 

316 CONTINUE 
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TABLE IV (Continued) 

ASUM=·O,O 
FSU~•O,O 
RSUM=O,O 
GSUM•O,O 
usu.~=o,o 
ESUM•0,0 

·r,o. TO II 
50 DO 401 J•l,M2 

AICJl•AIJJ/OSCH 
401 CONHNUE . 

. DO 402 J= 1, M3 
FIIJl=FIJI/OSCH 

402 CONTINUE 
DO 403 .J~i,"14 
Rll·Jl•RIJl/0.SCH 

403 CONTINUE 
()o 404 J=t·,."45 
G!IJl•C.IJJ/OSCH 

404 CONT I NllE 
DO 41)'.i J=l,'tb 
U!CJl=l!IJII05CH 

405 CONT !NUE . 
DO '•')6 J;=l ,"11 
EIIJl=F.C.JIIOSCH 

406 CONTINUE 
WRITFl6,JI OLOCS,OLOCN 
WRITFlb,4071 

407 FORHHIIX,'FULL-T!MF.-FQUIVAHNT OR 08JFCT EKPE~OITURE PFR .STUDENT
! CRFO IT-~OUR 'I II 
on 411 J=l,M2 
w·o1HC6,nll UCJI 

411 CONTINUE 
on ,,13 J=l,Ml 
WRITFC6,3011 FIIJI 

413 co·NTINUE 
00 414 J=l,M~ 
WR!TEl,S,3011 R!CJI 

414 CONTINUE 
on 415 J=1;Hs 
WRITEl6,30ll GI CJI 

415 CONTINUE 
on 416 J=t.-Mb 
WRITE I 6, 3011 IJIC JI 

416 CONT [NUE 
no 417 J=l ,M7 

. WP!TEl6,30ll EltJI 
417 CONTINUF. 

00501J=l,M.2 
ACOSh-lAIIJl*AHIJI I 
A SUH=ASUM+ACOST 

501 CONTINUE 
DO 502 J•l,Ml 
F~OST•-IF!CJIHHIJI I 
F SUH•F SuH+FCOST 

5n2 CONTINUE 
DO 503 J=l ,H4 
RCOST=-CRIIJl•RHIJI I 
Rsu~=RsuM+RCOH 

503 CONT I NUE 
00 504 Jal,H5 

GCOST=-1 GI I JI •GHI J 11 
GSUM=ljSU"l+GCOST 

504 CONT !NUE 
00 5 05 J= I , Mo 

·ucosT•-IUIIJl*UHIJII 
UStiH=USUM+UCOS t 

505 CONT I NUE 
Off 506 .J=l ,H7 
FCOS T·=-IEI IJ IHHI J 11 
E SUM=FSUH+EC as T 

506. CONT [NUE 
c SCH• A SUH+F SUH +R SUM+.GSUH +USUM+E su• 
Tf.05 T•CSCH•OSCH 

$,ENT'RY 

WRITEl6,6021 
W~I T.E I 6, 2071 A SUM, FSUH,·R SUH, GSUM ,USUH, E SUH, TCOSl ,CS.CH 
STOP 
END 
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TABLE V 

SAMPLE OUTPUT DATA FOR COURSE COST PROGRAM 

SCHOOL 

FULL-TIME-EQUIVALENT 

ASUM FSUM 
0,00 -15,00 

SCHOOL 

FULL-TIME-EQUIVALENT 

,\SUM 
0,00 

FSUM 
-l?,78 

OR 

OR 

COURSE NUMBER 1024 

OflJECT EXPENDITURE PER STUDENT-CREDIT-HOUR 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
!),0000 
0,0025 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0015 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
1,0000 
0,5000 

RSUM GSUM 
o.oo -3.00 

COl,!RSE NUMBER 

OBJECT EXPENDITURE 

RSUM 
O,QO 

0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

· 0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0017 
0.0011 
0,0000 
(J,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0014 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,8333 
0,111 l 
GSUM 
0,00 

USUM ESUM TCOST 
o.oo -l,50 -1950,00 

1313 

PER STUDENT-CREDIT-HOUR 

USUM 
-2, 01:! 

ESUM TCOST 
-0.94 -1672.50 

CSCH 
-19,,50 

CSCH 
-20,81 
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SCHOOL 

FULL-TIME-EQUIVALENT 

ASUM FSUM 
,-2,92 -10.B3 

SCHOOL 

FULL-TIME-EQUIVALENT 

ASIJM 
O,QO 

FSUM 
-25,83 

OR 

OR 

TABLE V (Continued) 

COURSE NUMBER 2124 

OBJECT EXPENDITURE PER STUDENT-CREDIT-HOUR 

0.0004 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0011 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0006 
0.0006 
0,0000 
0.0000 
l.0417 
0.0000 

RSUM GSUM 
o.Qo o.oo 

COURSE NlJMBE'R 

OBJECT EXPENDITURE 

RSUM 
0,00 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0021 
0,0021 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0 ,0000 
1,5000 
1,8333 
GSUM 
0,00 

USUM ESUM TCOST 
-2.50 -1.04 -2075.00 

2232 

PER STUDENT-CREDIT-~OUR 

USUM 
o.oo. 

ESUM TCOST 
-l,33 -1750,00 

CSCH 
-17, 29 

CSCH 
-29,17 
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TAaLE V. (Continued) 

. SCHOOL 2. COURSE NUMBER 1022 

FULL-TJ~E~EQUJVALENT OR OBJ~CT EX-ENDITURE PER ~TUDENT-CREDJT~HOUR 

-ASUM 
0,00 

FSUM 
0,00 

SCHOOL 2 

R.SUM 
-40,00 

_0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000. 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0,0060 
o.0·020 
o,'oooo 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0020 
0 .• 0020 
0,0000 
0~0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
o;ooi>o 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
GSUM USUM 
-e.oo -o.oo 

COURSE NUMBER 1413 

• 

ESUM TCOST CSCH 
. 0,00 -2~00,00 -48,00 

FULL-Tl ME-EQUiVAl-ENT O~ OBJECT EXPENQITURE PER STUDENT-CREDIT-HOUR 

ASUM 
-5,67 

FSUM 
-10.00 

RSUM 
0,00 

o-.oooe 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 

- 0,0017 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
·0,0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0008 
0,0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
·0,0000 
0,0000 
·0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
GSUM 
-1~67 

USUM 
o.oo 

ESUM TCDST 
o ... oo • -2oeo-..oo. 

CSCH 
-u~n 
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TABLEV (Continued) 

SCHOOL 2 -~OURSf NUMBER 2022 

FULL-Tl HE-EQUIVALENT OR .08JEC T EXPENDITURE PER STUDENT-CREDIT-HOU~ 

0.0000 
0~0008.. 
0.0008 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
1.2500 
0.6250 

ASUM FSUM RSUH GSUH USUH ESUM TCOST CSCH 
-10.78 o.oo o.oo o •. oo o.oo -l.88 ..-2025.00 -12,66 

SCHOOL 2 COURSE NUMBER 2724 

fULI.-TIHE-EOUIVAlENT OR OBJECT- EXPENDITURE PER STUDENT-CREDIT-HOUR 

0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
o;oooo 
0.0000 
0 .• 0000 
0.0018 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0004 
o.ooin 
0.0000 
0,0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 
0.0000 

ASUH · FSUH RSUM .GSUH USUM ·EsUH TCOST CSCH 
o.oo -1.2.14 o.oo· o_.oo -2,14 0,00 -2000.00 -14,29 
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TABLE VI 

SAMPLE INPUT DATA FOR COURSE COST PRQGRAM 

050605050502 
0110242100.0.250 6000.00 01 
0110244100.0.150 2000.00 01 
Oll02461QOeO . 100.00 01 
e, uo24uoo.o so.oo 02 
0113132 90.Q.150 6000.00 02 
0113132 90.0.100 7000~00 03 
0113135 90.o.12s 1soo.oo 01 
0113136 90.0 75.oo 01 
Oli3136 90.0 10 •. 00 02 
0121241120.0.050 1000.00 01 
0121242120.0.200 6500.00 04 
0121245120.0,-075 2000.00. 02 
0121245120.0.015 2000.00 03 
0121246120,0 125.0001 
0122322 60.o.12s 6400.00 05 
0122322 60.0.125 6000000 06 
0122326 60.0 90.0001 
0122326 60.o 110.0002 
0210223 50.0.300 5.ooo.oo 01 
02i0223 50.·0.100 sooo.oo · 02 
0210224 50.0.100 2000.00. 01 
02i0224 so.0.100 2000.00 .. 02 
0214UU20.o.100 6800.00 . 01 
0214112120.0.200 6000.00 01 · 
0214134120.0.100 2000.00 03 
,220221160.0.125 1000.00 02 
0220221160.0.125 6800.00 03 
0220226!60.o 200.0001 
0220226160.0 100.0002 
0227242140.0.250 6800.00 02 
0221245140.0.oso 2000.00 01 
0227245140.0.100 2000.00 02 
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